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Is your health 
information safe? 
Don't ask your doctor 
Committe says Senior 
Seminar, FOCA should 
be fazed out by 2005 
0 Suggests moving 
seminar to junior year, 
acting as 'book end' 
By Chris Coates 
News Editor 
Signaling a possible end to the 
college's Senior Seminar program, a 
committee established to examine 
Columbia's general education pro-
gram recommended widespread 
alterations to the college's require-
ments. 
The proposal includes replacing 
the Senior Seminar program with a 
j unior-level equivalent. 
The semester-long Senior Seminar 
program, which is required as part 
of the bachelor's degree program, 
has met widespread criticism since 
being implemented six years ago. 
In a statement submitted to the 
college community, Cheryl Johnson-
Odim, dean of the School of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences, advises the 
Senior Seminar program be 
revamped into a junior-year collo-
quium that serves as a "capstone 
experience in each of the major 
areas." 
According to Wade Roberts, chair 
of the Academic Affairs Committee, 
the General Education Ad visory 
Committee said that students should 
"embark a little earlier" on examin-
ing the college experience. 
The panel's suggestion to move 
the catchall course back a full year is 
echoed by those familiar with the 
program. 
"We've been finding that, particu-
larly if a senior is taking Senior 
Seminar the last semester, it's really 
late for them to be thinking about 
vocational concerns," said Bill 
Hayashi, the program's director. 
Hayashi said that it appears stu-
dents are overwhelmed during their 
last semester, focusing on the final 
projects of their majors, graduation 
and post-college jobs. And that 
means the mission of Senior 
Seminar is lost, Hayashi said. 
"What we really want the students 
to have [is] a reflection of their per-
sonal voice and passion," Hayashi 
said. ''They're so busy, they're real-
ly don' t have time to reflect on these 
questions." 
With the seminar shifted into a 
student's third year, Hayashi said 
students would have the "time to put 
into a really individualized and 
authentic project." 
" If [the seminar is] it at the end of 
their j unior year," Hayashi said, 
"then the end project could actually 
be a kind of model for the kind of 
work that they would like to contin-
ue doing for their own portfolios for 
their senior year." 
And that could be done, the com-
mittee suggested, by featuring "pro-
fessionals engaged in field that stu-
dents are entering" and requiring 
students to complete a written piece 
on how their major is "connected to 
the world." 
Hayashi pointed to 2005 as a pos-
sible starting date for the program's 
changeover, pending approval from 
college administrators, a process 
that Roberts said has already begun. 
According to Roberts, he and 
Johnson-Odim are meeting April 16 
with the Chairs Council to discuss 
the possible changes before a 
Collegewide Curriculum Committee 
on April 18. 
The college council will also rec-
ommend policy changes before 
being submitted to the President's 
Office for fina l approval. 
Roberts also said that the changes 
could go into effect as early as the 
fall 2005 semester. 
By that time, Columbia's fresh-
men will be seniors-meaning many 
of Columbia 's current students will 
be unaffected by the implementation 
of the change. 
The committee described the 
revised colloquium as a "book-end" 
experience to the Freshman 
Seminar, a program that the commit-
tee also suggested making mandato-
ry for all students. 
Dr. Glennon Graham, director of 
the Freshman Seminar program, said 
he agrees with the committee's 
logic. 
"Freshman Seminars have proven 
their worth in colleges throughout 
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College looks to 'ad' students 
0 New print, Internet 
advertising campaign unveiled 
By Lisa Balde 
Assistant News Editor 
In a move to better illustrate Columbia's 
non traditional, urban environment and a 
commitment to the arts, the Admissions 
Office unveiled a multifaceted advertising 
campaign that features students and their 
thoughts about their school. 
Beginning last March, the campaign pro-
motes Columbia through Internet ad ban-
ners, as well as printed versions of the adver-
tisements in local Chicago newspapers, 
according to Director of Admissions 
Murphy Monroe. 
Casual photographs of students and their 
handwritten messages regarding the ir 
impressions are spread across the top of each 
ad. 
"We think the college sounds most authen-
tic," Monroe said, "when [it's] being sold 
from the students' perspective making it 
possible for prospective students to get a 
larger image of the school and the students 
who are here." 
This advertising plan, a recruitment tool to 
attract more students to the school, is the 
result of a series of focus groups that the 
Admissions Office held with students at last 
fall's Student Convocation. 
Divided into four groups of local, out-of-
state, transfer and freshman students, each 
person was asked a number of questions 
about their first impressions of the school's 
campus, the student body and administra-
tion. More importantly, they were asked pre-
cisely why they chose Columbia instead of a 
state school or a more traditional university. 
''They had a sense of [Columbia having] a 
non judgmental, open-minded student body." 
said Monroe. ''The word, 'passion,' was 
used a lot." 
Those interviewed said they felt they 
could use Columbia as a place to hone their 
artistic skills-<>pinions that Columbia want-
ed to communicate to a larger audience, 
according to Monroe. 
Responding to those thoughts, advertising 
firm TMP Worldwide was recruited through 
TMP employee and Columbia faculty mem-
ber, Marie Walz. The fmn provided the 
design and prototypes for the print advertise-
ments that have been published in the 
Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times, 
Exito, La Raza, The Chicago Reader and 
The Onion. 
In addition to creating newspaper ads and 
online banner promos, Columbia recently 
began a mass e-mail campaign to 40,000 
"creative, primarily minority" high school 
students throughout Illinois, Monroe said. 
The e-mails will act as informational 
announcements about Columbia through 
several "landing pages" that allow people to 
sign up for more information about the 
school or to refer a friend for those same 
opportunities. 
According to Monroe, the department has 
done extensive research on the advantages 
and disadvantages of mass e-mailing adver-
tising, concluding that only a 4 to 5 percent 
click-through rate exists in this case. 
But, the nu mber of people who actually go 
to a web site that's advertised in the Chicago 
Tribune is the same, said Monroe- justi fy-
ing placing print ads and sending e-mails. 
Mark Kelly, vice president of student 
affairs is optimistic about both endeavors. 
"We 're trying to do a better job of [com-
municating) who we are and what we' re 
about" versus the previous campaign, which 
Kelly said ·•could have been ads for anyone ... 
The new campaign targets those interested in 
a school with a strong arts and communica-
tions foundation. 
The campaign is already succeeding. 
according to Monroe. 
"We've already received a higher response 
rate in terms of calls and website reaction 
rates," Monroe said. 
2 CAMPus s 
Advising deadline nears 
Under the new protocol for online registration, 
all students must be cleared by a faculty adviser. 
The final day to meet with faculty advisors is 
April25. . 
Without approval, students cannot reg1ster: . 
Contact your major's department for more Infor-
mation before the deadline. 
Bartoni named dean 
Doreen Bartoni has been named dean of the 
School of Media Arts, the largest school at 
Columbia. 
The position has been vacant for nearly. two 
years with Bartoni serving as acting dean. 
A graduate of Northwestern University, Bartoni's 
background is mainly in cinema-though she has 
been at Columbia since 1986. 
Stay tuned to next week's Chronicle for more 
coverage of Bartoni's appointment. 
Watch television at school 
The Television Department's artist-in-residence 
and TV historian Laura Levitt-Gamis, along with 
faculty member Lucas Palermo, will be screening 
several television series on April 14. 
"Free to be you and me," a television series 
created by Mario Thomas-featuring Michael 
Jackson, Roberta Flack, Alan Aida and Harry 
Bellafonte-will be screened in Room 703, 600 S. 
Michigan Ave. 
For more information, call (312) 344-7203. 
New dean discusses plans 
Also on April14, a discussion with the new dean 
of the School of Fine and Performing Arts, 
Leonard Lehrer, will be in the Ferguson Theater, 
600 S. Michigan Ave. at 4 p.m. 
The event will feature a presentation by Lehrer, 
who assumed the position last month, and will 
focus on his accomplishments as an artist, plans 
for the school and questions from the audience. 
For more information, call (312) 344-6142. 
Monthlong clothing drive 
As part of Sexual Awareness Month, 
Columbia's Department of Campus Safety and 
Security, Chicago Police Department's First 
District and the group Clothing Her in Courage 
are sponsoring a clothing drive to benefit victims 
of sexual assault. 
The clothing, which organizers said should be 
either new or gently used, will be distributed in 
local emergency rooms to assault survivors. 
Containers for such contributions are in the 624 
S. Michigan Ave., 623 S. Wabash Ave. and 1104 
S. Wabash Ave. buildings. 
For more information, call (312) 344-7729. 
Find out how to volunteer 
On April 16, the Student Employment Office 
sponsors Community Service Day in the Hokin 
Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The 11 :30 a.m. event 
offers students the chance to volunteer for com-
munity activities, meet with officials from nonprof-
it groups and receive information about Federal 
Work-Study Community Service Programs. 
For more information, call (312) 344-7732. 
Take your children to work 
On April 24, Columbia faculty members are 
invited to bring the1r children to work as part of the 
national Take our Daughters and Sons to Work 
Day. 
For more information, call (312) 344-7468. 
If you have an 
upcoming event or 
announcement, call the 
Chronicle's news desk at (312) 344·7255. 
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New Journalism chair tapped for fall 
0 Five-year wait nets 
ex-Sun-Times reporter 
By Usa Balde 
Assistant News Editor 
After five years of searching, the 
Journalism Department has 
announced its new chairperson. 
Nancy Day, the director of the 
advanced journalism program at 
Boston University, was chosen at 
the end of March with the assis-
tance of an internal search commit-
tee, consisting of mostly full-t ime 
journalism faculty members, to 
head the Journalism Department 
starting Sept. I , 2003. 
The appointment of Day for this 
position comes more than five 
years after Ed Planer resigned his 
chair post for health reasons. Since 
then, the department hasn't perma-
nently filled the position. 
"She's aware of national trends 
and changes we need to make in 
terms of curriculum," said Norma 
Green, search committee member 
and acting interim chairperson of 
the Journalism Department from 
2001 to 2002. "And she real izes the 
strengths of internships." 
The search committee met week-
ly over the last few years to adver-
tise the position. Then they eventu-
ally discussed and interviewed can-
didates for the position. According 
to Green, the committee even hired 
an outside firm to assist in the pur-
suit. 
Day was originally recruited by 
full-time journalism faculty mem-
ber, Rose Economou-who also sat 
on the search committee-at a 
Nieman Fellow conference last fall. 
She was initially interviewed by 
Bill Yacullo, the president of the 
Chicago firm, Lauer Sbarbaro 
Associates, and later came to 
Columbia's campus twice to pres-
ent her case to the internal commit-
tee and to give a mandatory guest 
lecture to a journalism class. 
" I was intrigued," Day said of 
Columbia. " I liked the diversity of 
the student body, because everyone 
was very professional but also cre-
ative." 
Day said she also found 
Columbia to be far less bureaucrat-
ic than Boston University. 
This isn't Day's first time in 
Chicago, though. She landed her 
first job as a reporter at the Chicago 
Sun-Times. 
Her extensive resume includes 
work as an editor and reporter for 
the San Francisco Examiner, 
reponing for the Anchorage Daily 
News and a st int as the political 
editor for the Illinois State Register. 
She holds a Master's degree from 
Stanford University and is also a 
Nieman Fellow. 
Besides teaching at Boston 
University, Day continues to free-
lance for various publications, an 
aspect that Columbia's search com-
mittee looked for in each of the 
candidates, according to Green. 
"She has a lot of national and 
international contacts," Green said. 
"The committee was also 
impressed how she keeps in touch 
wfth [past] students." 
Carolyn Hulse, the director of the 
news reponing and writing concen-
tration within the department 
shared, Green's enthusiasm for 
Day's appointment. 
"Nancy Day is a first-rate news 
professional with superior leader-
ship qualities and extensive aca-
demic experience," Hulse said. 
"She will be an exciting addition to 
the Journalism Department and to 
the college community." 
Day outlined several plans that 
she foresees instituting within the 
department including, first and 
foremost, listening to the depart-
ment's faculty, staff and students 
and responding to their concerns 
and ideas. 
She wants to upgrade the depart-
ment, both technically and creative-
ly, in order to better prepare stu-
dents for the working world. Day is 
currently in the process of design-
ing programs that will provide 
mentoring for journalists in the 
department. 
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Russo, former chair, receives honor 
0 Russo was 
Columbia's first full-
time faculty member 
By Chris Coates 
News Editor 
College officials are planning 
a memorial for the late William 
Russo, the founding member of 
Columbia's Music Department 
and the Chicago Jazz Ensemble. 
The April 16 event-just over 
three months after his death-
will feature performances of 
Russo's works along with renee-
lions on the late artist's contribu-
tions to the field. 
Russo, who died at 74 years of 
age on Jan. II of pneumonia, 
was an accomplished musician 
and composer for over half a 
century-worki ng with the likes 
of Dizzy Gillespie, Billie 
Holiday and Duke Ellington. 
Described as "an icon in the 
music world," Russo was also 
the first full-time faculty mem-
ber at Columbia. 
Born on the North Side, Russo 
composed more than 200 works 
in his 74 years, including the 
piece "Titans," which was pe(-
formed by Leonard Bernstein's 
New York Philharmonic at 
Carnegie Hall in. l959. 
He also created major jazz 
ensembles, including the Russo 
Orchestra in New York, the 
London Jazz Orchestra and the 
William Russo in 2002. 
Chicago Jazz Ensemble, 
Columbia's orchestra-in-resi-
dence. 
A recipient of a Lifetime 
Achievement Award from the 
National Academy of Recording 
Arts and Sciences in 1990 and a 
nominee for the Pulitzer Prize, 
Russo's penned various scores in 
the jazz, classical, rock, operatic 
and blues genres. 
Yet, as well-versed as Russo 
was in each separate field, his 
biggest success came when he 
mixed the genres, creating 
entirely new sounds of music. 
A faculty member s ince 
1965- when then-college-
President Mike Alexandroff 
asked him to return to his native 
Chicago-Russo founded the 
college's Music Department, 
along with the jazz ensemble. 
Organizers said the t ribute 
they're planning aims to show-
case exactly what Russo gave to 
the college and musical world 
before and after his arrival at 
Columbia. 
"It's important because of the 
contribution he made to the 
Music Department," said Mary 
Tatro, executive director of the 
Chicago Jazz Ensemble, who 
worked with Russo during his 
battle with cancer. During that 
time, a lthough retired from the 
Music Department, Russo con-
tinued to direct the orchestra up 
to a week before his death. 
Tatro said that fans, both local-
ly and across the globe, sent get-
well messages to Russo during 
his illness. 
"When the [Chicago Jazz 
Ensemble] went to Milan in 
December, u n fortunate I y 
[Russo's] health would not allow 
him to go with the jazz ensem-
ble. We had letters of condo-
lences by e-mail sent from Italy," 
Tatro said. 
While the memorial that was 
held in February shortly after 
Russo's death was only for fam-
ily and close friends of Russo, 
Tatro said the new event is 
planned for all those who were 
touched by the works and teach-
ings of Russo. 
"The jazz community definite-
ly wanted a way to remember 
him," Tatro said. 
And knowing the sheer vol-
ume of Russo's work, Tatro said 
she expects attendance will be 
high. In fact, organizers, who 
antic ipate the Getz Theater will 
be filled to capacity, are plan-
ning a "spill-over room" with a 
video feed of the memorial. 
Hosted by former WGN-AM 
host and friend of Russo Roy 
Leonard, the event features com-
ments from those who knew 
Russo, peppered with perform-
ances of the late bandleader's 
jazz, classical and rock works. 
One featured performer, blues 
artist Corky Siegel, worked with 
Russo on composing musical 
pieces that married the works of 
a traditional orchestra with the 
blues. 
Marking the first such experi-
ment with melding the two gen-
res in 1968, the Siegel-Schwall 
Band played alongside the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra to 
a score penned by Russo. 
"No one had ever done that," 
said James MacDonald, the asso-
ciate dean for the School of Fine 
and Performing Arts and a for-
mer instructor in the Music 
Department. "And that's what 
Bill was all about: bringing all 
kinds of diverse music and 
diverse people to make art," 
MacDonald said, who has been 
at Columbia s ince 1986. 
Also performing the Russo 
works "Solitaire" and 
"Casablanca" will be the 
Columbia College Student Jazz 
Ensemble. 
According to Scott Hall, the 
group's director, "Solitaire" was 
picked because it is was Russo's 
"opus one"- the first piece he 
created. 
The selection also features a 
trombone solo, the first instru-
ment Russo played. 
Hall said students should take 
advantage of the chance to see 
such musically noteworthy talent 
at Columbia- a point echoed by 
MacDonald. 
"It's an opportunity to review, 
to look at their career, to look at 
the ir innuence, to understand the 
role of this person, especially at 
Columbia," MacDonald said. 
The tribute to William Russo is 
on April 16 at 1:30 p.m. in the 
Getz Theater, 72 E. lith St. A 
reception, in the adjacent 
Classic Studio, is planned imme-
diately after the free event. For 
more information, call (3 12) 
344-6102. 
New computer lab takes up 
residence in campus dorm 
0 New magnetic-strip print card 
to replace punch system 
By Ana Hrlstova 
Staff Writer 
In order to accommodate the growing student 
population, Columbia is adding a new open com-
puter lab in the main residence center at 73 1 S. 
Plymouth Court. The new facility will open in May, 
almost three months after the lab at the Hermann D. 
Conaway Center, I l 04 S. Wabash Ave., opened, 
making life easier for the students attending school 
in the south portion of campus. 
The lab will have 50 new computers, both Macs 
and PCs, which will be accessible 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, according to Joseph Vladic, 
director of Information Technology. 
The lab, located in the old cafe space, wi ll replace 
the current five-computer room, which has failed to 
meet the needs of the growing student community. 
"We needed computer labs on campus in gener-
al," Vladic said. "The open labs that we have are not 
enough to support our population so we·added two 
new open labs." 
According to Vladic, finding locations that would 
allow good access to students was the biggest chal-
lenge his department faced in the search for more 
computer lab options on campus. Vladic said he 
thinks the two new fac ilities are convenient for stu-
dents who have classes in Columbia's various build-
ings. · 
With the opening of the two new labs, the school 
will introduce a new magnetic strip printing system 
that will eventually replace the old punch card sys-
tem, according to Vladic. 
Vladic said he thinks the residence center lab will 
do a very good job in accommodating dorm resi-
dents as well as the rest of the college community. 
"The lab is going to be open 24 hours a day,'' 
Vladic said. 
" If students try to access a machine and there isn't 
one available, there will be some time in the day 
when machines are going to be freed [up]." 
Mera Kelley-Yurdin, a dance and ASL/English 
interpreting major who lives on campus, said she 
thinks the new lab is a good idea. 
"It is hard when you need to do homework and 
you don' t have a computer in your apartment," 
Kelley-Yurdin sa id. "It is going to be good." 
Director of Residence Life, Mary Oakes-who 
said she has received complaints from students 
about the old computer faci lity at the main dorm-
said she is pleased with the new development. 
"The new lab is going to help out," Oakes said. 
"Computers are going to be more accessible and 
available." 
Campus News 
Georgia Evdoxiadis 
Co-Editor-in-Chief 
When l moved to Chicago, I was a St. Louis 
Cardinals fan. 
If you're from Chicago, you understand what that 
means. The rivalry between the Cubs and the 
Cardinals is epic in its scope, along the lines of the 
troubles in Northern Ireland. Think I'm kidding? 
The first visitor l had from St. Louis wanted more 
than anything else to spit on Wrigley Field. l did not 
let him. But l thought about it. 
You see, before l came to Chicago, l thought I 
knew what a nice baseball diamond was like. The 
sterile, white atmosphere of Busch Stadium had lulled 
me into a deep sleep, and l didn't know what real 
baseball was. 
Then l went to Wrigley. I bought a beer and a hot 
dog, sat in the bleachers, and thought, "Yeah, this is 
pretty nice." 
But about halfway into the game, as the sun tanned 
my face and the Woo-Woo guy made his screeching 
way into the aisle in front of me, l realized that 
Wrigley was about as great a ball park as you can get. 
My memories of Busch Stadium include my friends 
and me cutting class 19 use our straight-As reward 
tickets. At I: 15 on a Tuesday afternoon, the ticket 
salesman congratulated us on our fantastic grades. We 
politely thanked him and immediately tried to buy a 
Bud Light from a roving vendor. We succeeded. How 
could baseball get any better, l thought? 
But in Wrigley, baseball is grand. The field is 
smaller, but there are no really bad seats. And if you 
get close enough, you can almost smell the chewing 
tobacco in the shortstop's mouth. 
There isn' t much like breaking off from a conversa-
tion, mid-sentence, to look out at Wrigley Field, sun 
streaming down over the ivy, as Sammy Sosa comes 
up to bat. The guy does a hop when he hits a homer, 
for crying out loud. He looks like a 7-year-old up 
there, and it's fantast ic. 
l love Dusty Baker this year. He's the kind of guy 
who s ings " Winter Wonderland" when it snows in 
April, ruining the home opener, and pats the pitcher 
on the butt when he takes him out. He's the perfect 
guy to lead the Cubs into being the kind of team that 
fits Wrigley just fine. 
They have been, and may still be, the loveable los-
ers, but the Cubs are really secondary to the game. 
The experience is what keeps people piling in every 
year, whether the team's wins are above .500 or not. 
So what if you occasionally find out that you com-
pletely missed two innings because you were too 
busy chatting with friends? They call it the Friendly 
Confines, right? 
l can't wait for a season when the Cubs really tear 
it up-the city will absolutely lose its mind, and it 
will be great to watch. All of the real Cubs fans have 
gone into hibernation (pardon the pun) anyway. The 
ones who care are a little frustrated. 
My boyfriend is one of the true fans. You've seen 
them; they start looking depressed around mid-July. 
They don 't trust their eyes and ears until then. The 
Cubbies, you see, have a lways let them down. 
This year, I' ve started to get excited, perhaps jinx-
ing the team in the process. 
"Hey," l say to my boyfriend, "Those Cubbies 
don't look half bad!" 
He just gets a far-off look on his face and mum-
bles: 
"They don't ever look bad in April." 
But the thing about the Cubs is this: You never 
know if this is their year. And you wouldn't want to 
miss the season when the Scrubbies actually get their 
act together. Every year could be the big one. 
Besides, the ballpark is worth the admission price 
by itself. 
The -bleachers, as you age, turn into an area to be 
avoided, but nab the right scalper and you can get 
front-row beauties that practically put you in Corey 
Wood's lap while he's warming up. The beer is 
expensive, and so is parking, but the field is just a 
short trip from the el, which isn't bad on a 
Wednesday afternoon in July. 
After the game, stumble across the street and listen 
to some reggae, or eat some sushi, play some pool, 
then go home and fall asleep at 7 p.m. There isn't 
another day like it. The only thing that could make it 
better is if the Cubbies win the big game. 
And I believe that one day they wi ll. 
After a ll, now I'm a fan. 
3 
f 
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The world's first 17" notebook computer miraculously engineered Into a stunning 1' thin package. 
The new 17" Pow•rBook • Starting at $3,149.00 
The 12' iBook. our most 
inexpensive notebook ever. 
The 14' illook, the impact-resistant 
notebook t hat makes an impar.t. t 
The new 12" Powerllook -the world's 
smallest, lightest full-featured notebook 
The ground breaking 1 s• PowerBook G4, now 
available with the DVD-burning SuperDrive. 
Starting at $949.00 Starting at $1,449.00 Starting at S 1,699.00 Starting at $:1,199.00 
' --~·--· l ~\· 
\:) 
- --- On-the-go necessities.----
iPod, the award-winning MPl player from AppiP., holds 
up to 4,000 and features a 10 hour battery life. 
Starting at $:169.00 
AirPort Extreme is the next level in wireless networking. 
Featuring IEEE 802.l l g technology, AirPort Extreme is 
faster and mom inexpensive than ever before. 
AirPort Extreme Base Station • Starting at $187.00 
AirPort Extreme Card • $93.00 
--For your desk.------------
I Mac 
Stor11"9 01 tl,l~g.oo 
Power Mac 
Storllng ot $1,449.00 
Cln•ma Display 
lO lftth .. • $1,14t 
Cln•ma HD Display 
U lft<•h .. • $1 .Itt 
The Apple Store till Columbia College 
Gt•tyour-.tud(•ntdiscount.lt : ,,·: ·.w. , . , .1, '· 11 11··. ' 1\', l ' h •'l l• ' :1 • ::1 ,\'\• 
fltffJ .'/1 ~v W W .(0/1/III . C'dl/ 11pp/t•\rot t ' 
Studio Display 
, J lncll<t•. "'" 
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If you are a student 
worker here at 
Columbia College 
we YOU 
for all your 
hard wo ! 
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College won't boost military enrollment, says official 
0 Change in Gl Bill process and military recruitment would be 
all the way on step ten," Monroe said. 
awarded to them at the state-supported 
level," Fawcett said. details may be to blame Columbia's Veterans Affairs Talbot said he believes there are other 
reasons active and retired military person-
nel do not attend more private schools. 
Under the old Gl Bill or the Chapter 34 
Vietnam Era Gl Bill, the military con-
tributed mpney for active duty that could 
only be used for education upon retire-
ment, but that service was discontinued in 
1989. Today veterans have to agree to con-
tribute their own money to a Gf Bill. 
Military personnel now receive the money 
in-hand instead of the military accumulat-
ing it in a trust fund for them. 
By Kwame A. Patterson 
Contributing Writer 
Despite low numbers of military person-
nel enrolled at Columbia, school officials 
said they do not plan to bolster recruitment 
efforts. Out of 9,068 Columbia students, 
approximately 80 are reservists, active 
duty, veterans or dependents. 
Coordinator Chip Talbot said he has dis-
cussed improving the recruitment of veter-
ans and military personnel with the 
Admissions Office, but administrators in 
the Admissions Office don't believe it is 
beneficial. 
"Military personnel just don't opt to go 
to a private arts school. It's hard to compete 
with public schools where your tuition is 
paid for," Talbot said. 
In Illinois, state-supported colleges and 
universities receive benefit entitlements 
such as the Illinois Veterans Grant fTom the 
Illinois Department of Veterans' Affairs 
and the Approving Agency for Veterans 
Education. 
However, the state-supported University 
of Illinois at Chicago has I ,050 veterans in 
a student body of 25,000. In 1988, 
Columbia had the greatest number of vet-
erans and active duty personnel attending 
the school in its entire history, with 150 
students. 
According to officials at Columbia, the 
small number of students who are veterans 
or active duty is due to the school's unique 
curriculum, lack of resources and private 
ownership. 
Students who have lived in Illinois six 
months prior to joining the military and six 
months after leaving the military with an 
honorable discharge are eligible for free 
college tuition under the IVG 
"When soldiers become responsible for 
providing money to their own G! Bills they 
don't save it for school,!. Talbot said. 
"They spend it on cars and bar girls 
because they are young and irresponsible." 
Graduate journalism major, Olivia 
Cobiskey, who retired from the U.S. Ariny 
Reserves, has been attending Columbia for 
a year and a half. · 
Columbia's Director of Admissions 
Murphy Monroe, said funds are extremely 
limited for recruitment, so the school con-
centrates mainly on high school students. 
However, the student must attend a state-
supported school, according to Veterans' 
Educational Specialist Melissa Fawcett. 
"I used all of my money from my Gl 
Bill at a state-supported university, the. 
University of New Mexico," Cobiskey 
said. ''Now as a graduate student my area 
of interest can best be fitted at a private 
school." "We are on step four of the recruitment 
"It would be advantageous for students 
to pick public schools over private ones 
because of the several educational benefits 
Weather woes for 
Bees migration 
0 College's 
baseball team kicks 
off third season 
By Michael Comstock 
Staff Writer 
After two somewhat disap-
pointing- seasons,- the 
Columbia Killer Bees base-· 
ball team is hoping to estab-
lish themselves as a force to 
be reckoned with. This season 
marks the third year Columbia 
has had a baseball club in the 
Wisconsin Illinois Baseball 
Conference. 
The conference was created 
when Columbia teamed up 
with the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, 
University of Wisconsin-Eau 
Claire, Marquette University, 
Northwestern University, 
DePaul University, Loyola 
University and Robert Morris 
College two years ago. 
This year three new teams 
have joined, the University of 
Wi sco ns in- M i I waukee, 
University of Wisconsin-
Whitewater and University of 
Wisconsin-Fon du Lac. 
teams in the league. 
" We have by far the best 
pitching. We have at least four 
or five good guys. No other 
team has that in this league," 
Kovar said. 
The team does face one 
bump in the road to glory. 
"The problem is the weather," 
Yaros said. "It's hard to play 
on a muddy field." 
That ~ lias.,. ·cut· shOrt tile 
amount of practice time the 
team has. 
"(Because of the weather) 
our weakness is our defense,~· 
Bishop said. "We haven' t 
been able to get outside a lot 
to play and get our defense 
together to practice. We've 
just started to get team chem-
istry again." 
There hasn't been a full 
squad at practice yet and the 
team has only met for hitting 
drills and batting practice, 
according to Bishop. 
General education 
Continued from Front Page 
this country and I see no reason 
why a college that has open admis-
sions shouldn't take advantage of 
it," Graham said. 
In an interview with the 
Chronicle, Johnson-Odim said the 
statistics show a student's fresh-
man year is imperative in both 
retaining and acclimating new stu-
dents. 
By requiring Freshman Seminar, 
Johnson-Odim said the college 
could improve a student's likeli-
hood for-success . in their remain-
ing three and half years at 
Columbia. · 
Since 1993, the Freshman 
Seminar has been an elective for 
students. entering Columbia. 
Graham said that requiring it for 
all students couldn't hurt. 
:!There can never be too many 
people on the campus to welcome 
and to whom studenis can go for 
advice or comfort," Graham said. 
The committee also advocated 
several changes to the general edu-
cation curriculum, including alter-
ing the four rubrics of credits 
offered into: Human Behavior; 
Values and Ethics; Historical 
Narratives and Civic 
Consciousness; and Literary 
Studies. 
Fawcett said she believes there are pro-
grams tbat private schools can attend, 
which would help them improve their 
recruitment efforts of veterans. 
"There are several military bases in 
lllinois where state-supported universities 
attend TAP programs, but very few private 
schools are ever there," she said. 
The Transition Assistance Program is a 
weeklong briefing for retiring military that 
is designed to help make the transitional 
period back into civilian life easier. 
However, Monroe said he believes it 
isn't worth attending because "one out of 
I 0" retired military will be looking for a 
career in the arts and Columbia is more 
likely to get students from art high schools. 
Talbot said that in 1990 he correlated 
with the !llinois Army National Guard by 
providing the names and addresses of stu-
dents who are leaving school in exchange 
for the names and addresses of people 
leaving the military. 
That same year he stopped because he 
said it was unfair to inform the military of 
students who had dropped out of school, 
and too difficult to gather all the names of 
people retiring fTom the military. 
"Our first year we didn't 
win any games, last year four 
games, and this year I expect 
no less than 10," said manag-
er and starting pitcher Brian 
Kovar. " I expect [the team to 
fini sh) no less than third 
[place). I expect us to possibly 
win the tournament." 
Other returning players 
include catcher Steve Sharp, 
first baseman Todd Le Due, 
second baseman Shawn 
Phillips, shortstop Jason 
Walker, center fielder Jimmy 
Dunn and right fielder Brad 
Bruntyn. Nicole Lelito is the 
team's other manager and 
Howard Schlossberg is the 
faculty adviser. 
According to the players, 
Northwestern, whom Yaros 
said was the toughest oppo-
nent last year, and newcomer 
UW-Milwaukee, a Division I 
team a few years back, will 
pose the greatest challenge to 
the K i Her Bees. 
In her statement, Johnson-Odim 
said the current 48 hours of gener-
al education credits- which the 
committee suggests changing to 
"Liberal Arts and Sciences core 
requirements"- is offered to a stu-
dent body that she said is over-
whelmingly first generation col-
lege students. 
" What this means," Johnson-
Odim wrote, "is that many of them 
may not have had, in their homes 
or secondary schools, concentrat-
ed and sustained exposure to the 
liberal arts and sciences." 
--Chi'is Cbarlts, 
Freshman 
Ioterdlsclplln&ry, FUm ..,cl 
On March I the team held 
its first practice, which arc 
Saturdays at II a.m. at Union 
Park (1501 W. Randolph St). 
Bill Yaros, who is the third 
ba•eman and one of nine 
returning players said, " I 
think we're doing pretty well. 
We ju~t have to get it together. 
A lot of the pla,Ycn have 
played baJc:ball before and we 
hit the !Yd ll well." 
Artothcr returning player, 
f<yan Bi~hup, who wi ll be 
Marting in left field, uwccd. 
" ff illing i~ our boggc~t 
Wength,'' he said. 
Although hitting i ~ the 
team'\ stron~ puint, Kovur 
said that pllching it the 
biggA:tt lid vantage the KIller 
IJen have over lloe ••tiler 
" I think we'll do all right. 
We'll be middle of the pack," 
Yaros said. " We' ll get double-
digits in wins." 
llome field for the Killer 
flee~ is Waveland l'urk, ut 
West Wakeland Avenue und 
Lake Shc)re Urive. The Bees 
will pluy four more double 
headers in the coming weeks, 
including one nn April 26 
a~inst Northwcstcm ut John 
<.:. Giels Studium. The three· 
week WIJK Tournament 
Mtarts Muy 2. 
To purticlputc In 
Culwnhiu't busebull club, 
tlmse lnlcrc8ted muM uttcnd 
tryouts the next time they arc 
held. uud puy u .~~() fcc. 
The committee ulso pointed to 
ending the required Foundations 
of Computer Applieutions course 
ufler citmg thut most students nrc 
well versed in computers. thus 
negating such 11 requirement. 
According to Johnson-Odim, the 
college could oll'er u free seminnr 
to those students who feel they 
need ussistuncc in clcmentury 
computer upplicutlons. 
"Whut we rc striving for here Is 
u loglcul framework for the 
Llbcrul Arts und Sciences," 
John8on·Odlm suld, rcferrln11 to 
the comrnlttce '8 su11aestlons. 
"Thnt Is, lnstcud of huvln11 u luun· 
dry list or courses thut stud~nt~ 
pick from ." sho sold. 
Theater 
"I guess ii might be a liult 
bit more motivational fin a 
student :S }'!nior year because) 
your seruor year you just 
want 10 R.et 0/lt ana you're just like 'Why am /taking this 
class riglrt now?'" 
-KrMlc Lee, Sophomore 
Mualc' Bu$lnflSS 
GOL~ O A 
GOt._UH.-A COLUCii C.HICACO 
.. 
~by the ln~iorlal Student ()rglwizarion (ISO), 
O{liceoflntcmalional sbWent Aflilirund 
Student ~iJ!& Boatd (SPB) of Colwnbia College Chicago. 
For more details, pie~ contact Symon Ogeto at 
312·344· 7457 or L')() at ISOci.'C@_UIOtmail.com 
Wednesday, April 16, 2003 
5:30-8:00 p.m. 
Columbia College Dance Center 
1306 South Michigan 
Chicago, Illinois 
Admi:>:>inu S 3.00 (lndud~\ a dinucrl 
ltures 
Featuring interdisciplinary performances using gesture, body language, music, dance, visual art and theatre, to 
illustrate the collision of cultural values that occur when out-of-state and international students resettle in the 
urban environment of the Columbia College community. 
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Where are the sports? A new emphasis answers . 
o Plans in the works for a new 
concentration offering journalism 
students a crack at sports reporting 
By Chris Papateodoru 
Staff Writer 
Columbia may not be known for its sports; but 
interest in the field of sports is exploding around the 
college, according to Howard Schlossberg, who 
teaches classes in the Journalism and Marketing 
departments. 
"There's more sports going on around here than 
people think," Schlossberg said. 
"There's a sports marketing major, sports manage-
ment major and there will soon be a sports radio 
major. There's history of sports classes in liberal edu-
cation and the college has a baseball team now. 
"The whole sports community, so to speak, is grow-
ing at Columbia," he said. "Sports is something [stu-
dents] can take seriously around here. It's not the toy 
department like most people think it is." 
As a reflection of this increased interest, starting in 
the fall 2003 semester, Columbia's Journalism 
Department hopes to offer students the option of a 
sports reporting emphasis within the current news 
reporting and writing major. 
It.'s close to being a done deal, but as of press time, 
it is not yet official. 
An emphasis in sports reporting would require stu-
College Council 
ConUnued from Page 2 
"It can be abused," she said. "We' re not· dominating, 
and we're facilitating." 
Instructors should build flexibility into their syllabi 
to allow for discussions on current events with stu-
dents. 
"Not everything is mapped out in advance. These 
are things that come up in the world, and are not 
scheduled in our course content," said John Stevenson, 
a part-time faculty member in the Liberal Education 
Department. 
dents to take certain classes that aren ' t necessarily 
required for the news reporting and writing concen-
tration. 
However, the 48 credit hours that need to be ful-
filled will remain the same. 
"It's really a repackaging of the news reporting and 
writing," said Carolyn Hulse, the news reporting and 
writing program director. "What we're trying to do is 
offer students within [that major] a slightly different 
emphasis, a different selection of courses." 
The only new class will be advanced sports report-
ing, where students will get to develop in-depth, fea-
ture-length stories on issues in sports, Schlossberg 
said. He will teach both of the courses. 
Business Beat, which is currently offered as an 
elective for news reporting and writing students, will 
be required in the sports reporting emphasis because 
Schlossberg said he wants students to understand the 
business side of sports. 
"You have to be a good reporter to do this," he said, 
"just like you have to be a good reporter to cover city' 
hall." 
Schlossberg said he originally propQsed a sports 
reporting major, but there was not enough support 
behind it to make it happen. 
He added, "Carolyn Hulse liked what she saw in 
my proposal and said there was enough popularity in 
sports reporting to offer it in a different way. She saw 
the potential in this." 
Schlossberg said, "I think people are seeing that 
sports reporting is becoming a good way to break into 
the indll$try, that there are more job opportunities in 
it than they thought. 
"We are slightly two weeks ahead and have selected 
phone, cable and data services [for the dormitory]," 
Gall said. 
Mark Kelly, vice president of Student Affairs, 
reminded faculty members to finish clearing students 
for registration. 
"Only I ,600 students have been cleared for fall reg-
istration. There are still 5,000-6,000 students that still 
need to be cleared," Kelly said. 
"The sports industry itself is growing, which means 
that the sports reporting industry has to keep up with 
it., 
Sports reporting was part of the curriculum at 
Columbia before Schlossberg started teaching at the 
college. "But [it] has sort of taken on a life of its 
own," he said. "There are a lot of people who have 
taken the class and enjoyed it and learned a lot." 
It's something that helped start the movement for 
an emphasis in sports reporting. 
Jason Spiese, a news reporting and writing major in 
his final semester at Columbia, took Schlossberg's 
Sports Reporting class as an elective last semester. 
"Overall, I thought it was a really good class," he 
said. "[Schlossberg] got a lot of interesting [guest 
speakers] in different areas of sports-it wasn't just 
coaches over and over again." 
Spiese, who interns with a sporting magazine, said 
he 'd like to work in sports if he can after graduation, 
and said Schlossberg's class helped him to prepare for 
it. 
"We had to go to cover a game," Spiese said. "I 
thought that was important because I didn't know 
how to do that kind of stuff." 
Spjese said he would have been interested in the 
sports emphasis if it had been available earlier in his 
college education. 
So, if the sports emphasis proves to be popular, 
could a full-blown sports reporting major be far off? 
"That would be years and years away," Schlossberg 
said. 
dangers being handled?" Calabrese contin\)ed. 
"There is a committee, and there is an ongoing prac-
tice of the use of security systems, registration, and 
entering bui ldings," Gall said. 
In response, Gall said that ''there is a committee, and 
there is an ongoing practice of the use of security sys-
tems, registration and entering buildings." 
Additional council news in the notably brief. meeting 
included comments from Bert Gall, executive vice 
president, who updated the counci I on the IS-story 
University Center of Chicago, at Congress Parkway 
and State Street. 
He said that although some students 
have yet to be cleared, the OASIS sys-
!tem was ahead of schedule. 
Security and safety and how 
Columbia measures up were an issue 
raised by council members. 
fram tbe llrectar af "lest Ia Sbaw" 
and "Wa1t111 l ar Guffman" --
"The top of the south tower should be finished in 
two to three weeks, weather permitting," Gall said. 
The dormitory will eventually house students from 
three Chicago schools of learning, including 
Columbia. Construction on the so-called "super-
dorm"-the largest such college dormitory in the 
nation, when completed- began last fall and is expect-
ed to wrap by the end of the year. 
Radio Department Chair Barbara 
Calabrese questioned whether there was 
an implemented college wide task force 
for security and safety. 
"A couple of years ago there was a 
recommended task force on security, 
but never formed," she said. 
"II ow ·are real legitimate security 
IlSEE THIS SHOW!'' 
-E! Entertainment Ne.ws 
STARTING MARCH 16 -
SUNDAY PERFORMANCES AT 1,4+7! 
BLUE 
M AN 
GROUP 
SHOW SCHEDULE I CONTACT INFORMATION 
Wed+ Thu Bprn Box Office 773.348.4000 
rro7+10pm, So14,7+10prn !ldr'!CID&lllt' 312. 902.1500 
Sundny 11+7pfn tickotmoetor.com 
St.h-.dulo tt ui,J•H .. t t n o tuu1oo Group Salos 773.348.3300 
BRIAR STREET THEATRE 3133 North Helstod Chicago 
1.000.0LUEM /\N bluoonon.corn 
Studom ftu111 ru.ktll ll mlly IJU JHuchmtud r.t thu tmx olf1cu wtth n vnhd a.tudont 10 2 hours l.loforo 1how tlmo. 
'J llckotJI pet 10 Sullrw.t 10 s.vutlillltltty O MJ 11 .. .,.-" , 1111hol;--., t1Wl 
BACK TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME, AGAIN. 
A MIGHTY 
WIND 
IN THEATERS APRIL 16, 2003 
For More lnforrnntion About Tl>is Movie 
Ammtcn Onllno Koyword A Mighty Wtnd www nmtghrywtndonl•nu com Movll'tono CO~l 
"Blood is the Fuel of Life" 
All those who present to 
donate at any mobile blood drive 
or donor center between 
Marth 1, 20()3i> 
April30, 2003 
will be eligible to enter 
a random drawing to win this 
2003 Chrysler Sebring Convertible. 
LIFESQURCE 
Blood Services 
In cooperation with DaimlerChrysler Corporation 
canto schedule vour appointmenttodav. 
1-877-liFESOURCE 
Milt be 18 years orokier 10 enter - Cwnoc transfereb&e and not redeemable for caat.-C.r make or I'I'ICidel are not 
~-Car hat balit alandard options-W.-.ner respoosl:lle fOI' all applicllblelncome taxes- Announcement of 
'tMnnef wll be on May 6, 2003-ITxM employees and !heir immeciate famly mernbera 1111 not eligil:M to partidpllte-
One eMy per participant- No blood donlltialls necessary. 
~ 
--!ding si<Jns 
iifr•~tirlr,r.l awarc:l for college 
loan deferment 
Be one of the 17 to 24 year who will make / difference 
and build democrac}J ugh national service! 
' .J ' , 
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Confused? 
'"®.·~~-':' ~ ~~"'\ t;-~',Y~~-; G. ~ 6 ,I CIO ,lf " 
., - -~'~liV 
Make an appointment with your Faculty Advisor 
today! 
10 Columbia Chronicle 
Applications can be picked up in the Student Leadership Office (11 04 
S. Wabash) or the student organizational "hub" (Lower Level)~ 
Student Activities and Leadership Office (623 S. Wabash, lrd Floor), 
or from your departmental senator. All applications must be turned in 
no later than April 10 @ 5:00 pm. If you fail to file your application on 
time you may still run as a write-In candidate. 
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Supreme court experts say 
affirmative action looks safe 
0 Justices focus 
on military briefs 
By James M. O'Neill 
Kniprt Ridder Newspapers 
(KR1)-At the U.S. Supreme 
Court on April I, questions 
raiSed by the nine justices were 
analyzed with as much intensity 
as any of the lawyers' answers. 
And the questions, which 
punctuated two hours of oral 
arguments in a high-stakes affir-
mative action case, signaled to 
constitutional law experts that 
the high court is not ready to bar 
completely race-conscious col-
lege admissions policies. 
"It's very clear this court is 
not going to strike down all con-
siderations of race," said Carol 
Nackenoff, a constitutional law 
expert at Swarthmore College. 
That might give college-
focused minority high school 
juniors-and admissions offi-
cials at selective colleges-
some relief. But the University 
of Michigan, whose admissions 
policies are under review by the 
high court, might not be so 
lucky. 
Nackenoff and others expect 
the court to craft a narrowly tai-
lored decision striking down 
Michigan's undergraduate 
admissions policy as unconsti-
tutional because it resembles a 
quota, while at the same time 
ruling that a more subtle consid-
eration of race is acceptable. 
The justices' questions "sug-
gested strongly that many mem-
bers of this court are not partic-
ularly interested in delivering a 
decision that makes sweeping 
new pronouncements, but rather 
to take the basic structure of 
race in admissions and tinker 
with the particulars," said Mark 
Rahdert, associate dean for 
Admissions and Financial Aid 
at Temple University 's Beasley 
School of Law. 
The case involves white stu-
dents rejected by Michigan's 
undergraduate and law pro-
grams. They argue that 
Michigan's consideration of 
race in admissions violates the 
equal protection clause of the 
14th Amendment. A decision is 
expected by late June. 
Experts warn against reading 
too much into questions the jus-
tices ask during oral arguments, 
but they can 'I help analyzing 
them all the same. 
Many expect this case will be 
decided by the unpredictable 
swing vote of Justice Sandra 
Day O' Connor. 
"O'Connor asked questions 
that could support either side," 
said Robert Reinstein, Temple's 
law school dean. 
Early on, O'Connor voiced 
irritation that Kirk Kolbo, the 
attorney for the rejected stu-
dents, advocated an uncondi-
tional ban on the use of race. 
O'Connor interrupted him: 
"You are speaking in absolutes, 
and it isn't like that. I think we 
have given recognition to the 
use of race in a variety of set-
tings." 
But later, O'Connor voiced 
concern that the use of race in 
admissions is open-ended, with 
no time frame for ending the 
practice. She told Maureen 
Mahoney, the university's attor-
ney, that in the few cases where 
the court has allowed the use of 
race, there was a ftxed time 
period for the programs to oper-
ate. 
"I don't think the court should 
conclude that this is perma-
nent," . Mahoney replied. She 
said the number of high-achiev-
ing minorities can grow. 
Nathaniel Persily, a professor 
at the University of 
Pennsylvania's law school, said 
O'Connor was in a bind 
because she has written deci-
sions that limit affirmative 
action to programs that offset 
specific discrimination. 
Whether she will view educa-
tion differently is a big question. 
The case has generated a 
record number of briefs from 
corporations, colleges, the mili-
tary and politicians that argue 
for or against a compelling 
interest. 
Experts voiced surprise at the 
justices' focus on a brief filed by 
retired military generals and 
defense secretaries. 
The military brief argued that 
there is compelling interest in 
using race, at least for the mili-
tary academies, which must 
produce a qualified and diverse 
officer corps to lead diverse 
troopl> in the pursuit of national 
security. 
Rahdert called the interest in 
the brief "remarkable, because 
it's rare that something in a brief 
would play so big a role in oral 
arguments." 
The brief gave the justices the 
impetus to argue the broader 
merits of race-conscious admis-
sions beyond what Justice 
Lewis Powell had advocated in 
the fractured 1978 Bakke deci-
sion. Powell argued that there 
was an interest in student diver-
sity for academic reasons. 
The military brief broadened 
the argument to larger societal 
benefits. The brief "makes a 
strong case that sometimes we 
do need to make racial consider-
ations, and that diversity in 
higher education has enormous 
value to society," Rahdert said. 
Samuel lssacharoff, a law 
professor at Columbia 
University, called the brief "a 
showstopper" and said, "it 
impressed on the court the sig-
nificance not only of the legal 
principles at stake but the 
broader social impact of a poor-
ly thought-out decision." 
Some experts said they could 
envision the court shooting 
down the Michigan plan but 
upholding affirmative action in 
a more subtle way. The 
Michigan undergraduate plan 
uses a 150-point system for 
weighing applicants, with the 
points representing grades, ath-
letics, and other factors in a stu-
dent's resume-including 20 
points for underrepresented 
minority status. 
Several justices made it clear 
they thought the system resem-
bled a quota, which the Bakke 
decision ruled unconstitutional. 
Justice Anthony Kennedy, for 
instance, called the plan a "dis-
guised quota." 
The law school plan does not 
include a point system, but even 
the school's talk about achiev-
ing a "critical mass" of "under-
represented" minority students 
or setting general goals for the 
student body makeup struck 
Justice Antonin Scalia and oth-
ers as a form of quota. 
Ronald Krotoszynski Jr., a 
constitutional law expert at 
Washington and Lee University, 
said the questioning convinced 
him that "one or both of the 
Michigan plans will probably 
be struck down, but race as a 
facior in admissions will proba-
bly be upheld, 5 to 4." 
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Governors State editors win big 
against college's censorship 
0 Hazelwood decision doesn't 
apply, finds Illinois appeals court 
By Mike Robinson 
~ociated Press Writer 
(AP) CHICAGO-A federal appeals court upheld 
on April I 0 the right of campus editors at Governors 
State University to sue a dean on the grounds that 
she illegally sought to review the student paper 
before it went to press. 
The U.S. 7th Circuit Court of Appeals said that, 
while the Supreme Court has placed limits on the 
free-speech rights of high school editors, the same 
restrictions should not necessarily apply to college 
editors. 
"The difference between a college and a high 
school are far greater than the obvious differences in 
curriculum and extracurricular activities," Judge 
Terence T. Evans wrote for the three-judge panel. 
The suit was filed by two former student editors, 
Margaret Hosty and Jeni Porche, and a onetime cam-
pus writer, Stephen L. Baron. 
Hosty and Porche became editors at the Innovator, 
the campus paper at the 6,000-student university, in 
May of2000. 
They quickly launched investigations of what they 
claimed were improprieties at the school, including 
grade inflation and overly generous student stipends. 
Both sides agree that the claims stirred no contro-
versy. 
But relations with the administration soured. They 
got worse after the dean of student affairs, Patricia 
Carter, telephoned the printer and told him not to go 
to press until she had reviewed the contents of the 
paper. 
The editors sued the university trustees and anum-
ber of school officials. U.S. District Judge Suzanne 
Conlon dismissed the civil charges against all the 
defendants except Dean Carter. 
Lawyers from the Illinois attorney general's office 
appealed that ruling, citing the doctrine of qualified 
immunity. 
Qualified immunity protects government officials 
performing their jobs if their conduct does not vio-
late clearly established statutes or constitutional 
rights about which a reasonable person would have 
known. 
The student editors, lacking money to hire an 
attorney, filed their own response to the attorney 
general's appeal. In its opinion, the appeals court 
cited a "superb" friend-of-the-court brief filed by 
attorney Richard M. Goehler on behalf of the 
Student Press Law Center of Arlington, Va. 
Both the American Society of Newspaper Editors 
and the Associated Press Managing Editors 
Association signed onto the law center brief. 
It pointed to the landmark Hazelwood decision, 
which said some limits could be placed on the First 
Amendment rights of high school editors. 
The brief said those restrictions should not apply 
to college editors. 
The appeals court said that "treating these students 
like 15-year-old high school students and restricting 
their First Amendment rights by an unwise extension 
of Hazelwood would be an extreme step for us to 
take absent more direction from the Supreme Court." 
When the dispute began, Republican Jim Ryan 
was attorney general. Melissa Merz, press secretary 
to new Attorney General Lisa Madigan, a Democrat, 
said no decisions on any further appeal had been 
made so far. 
"We're going to take a good look at the opinion 
and then we'll go from there," Merz said. 
Mike Hiesland, an attorney for the Student Press 
Law Center, described the opinion as "a major vic-
tory for the student press." 
Hosty and Porche expressed elation over their vic-
tory. 
"I ' m agog. I' m flabbergasted," Hosty said. "We 
have maintained all along that what the university 
was saying was nonsense." 
University spokesman Michael Hopkins could not 
be reached for comment immediately. 
No chaos lost in spring break city 
0 Only surprise turns out to be 
those partying for Jesus 
By Brittany Wallman 
The South Florida Sun-Sentinel 
(KRT) FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.- Anyone 
who thinks spring break is a thing of the past in Fort 
Lauderdale didn't see the duck waddling around on 
the second floor of the Howard Johnson. 
Or the holes in the hotel room walls, the light fix-
tures pulled to the floor, beer spills on the carpet, 
busted bedposts, the hot body contests, wet T-shirt 
competitions and the alcohol giveaways. 
Tom Hazel saw it all and more at the Howard 
Johnson Hotel, Fort Lauderdale's "spring break 
Headquarters," where he works. 
"We had to replace all the numbers on the doors on 
the second floor," said Hazel, explaining that rowdy 
spring breakers had yanked them off. 
· City officia ls still applaud themselves for getting 
rid of the gigantic mobs of spring break visitors who 
literally took over the beach each year until the mid-
1980s. 
But they concede the complete elimination of vis-
iting, partying, vomiting college students probably 
will never happen. 
And, they say, the number of spring breakers 
won 't drop any further as long as old, cheap hotels 
are not replaced by the luxury time-shares envi-
sioned a few years ago. 
Not one of at least eight mega-projects approved 
at the beach in the past several years-luxury prod-
ucts expected to elevate the beach atmosphere from 
seedy to snooty-have materialized in the post-9/ 11 
economy. Only a few cleared lots and pilings hint at 
the future. 
County tourism officials last year stopped adver-
tis ing the beach as "Positively Posh" and began 
pitching a more realistic bargain beach theme. 
"Without a change in the face of Fort Lauderdale 
beach," said county tourism leader Nicki Grossman, 
"there will continue to be the lower-rated properties. 
They'll continue to attract a lower-scale visitor . .. but 
the plan is for that kind of property to be replaced by 
upscale properties." 
Grossman estimates the spring break crowd this 
year will be about I 5,000 to 20,000 students from 
this month through Easter. 
Not a huge crowd. But the annual rr.igration is still 
very much a part of the fabric of Fort Lauderda le 
beach. It still pulls extra police from the city, attracts 
underage drinkers, and is marked by alcohol-related 
arrests and every once in a great while, a death. Two 
years ago, Rutgers University sophomore Michael 
Santiago, 19, died after falling from a third-floor bal-
cony at a beachfront hotel. 
Police spokesman Det. Mike Reed said this spring 
break "appears to be busier." Hoteliers, though, 
couldn ' I agree on the issue. 
This year, the visitors have spread out beyond the 
beach and into the downtown area, where the 
Riverfront complex and Himmarshee District are 
hopping, Reed said. While that makes it hard to 
quantify the number of spring break-related arrests, 
Reed said the students have been relative ly well -
behaved. 
Spring breakers dominated many hote ls at the 
beach front. At the Ramada Inn next door, more than 
half the rooms were rented to spring breakers and at 
the Beach Plaza Hotel the rental was 75 percent of 
the rooms. 
Hazel, at the Howard Johnson, said that after see-
ing the groups come and go, he noticed each state 
brought a different personality to the hotel. 
"Michigan drank a lot," :1e sa id. " Indiana, a lot of 
destruction. New York was kind of short with us, but 
OK." 
Ironically, the busiest spring break weekend in 
many years coincided with Beachfest, a Christian 
rock festival, featuring evangelist Luis Palau. 
With crowds of 300,000 and a rock stage built on 
the sand, Beachfest was reminiscent of spring 
break's heyday, when MTV broadcast from the 
beach and 375,000 people flocked here over six or 
nine weeks. 
But the s imilarities ended there. Beachfest had 
zero arrests . No alcohol for sale. Lots of parents. 
And a Christian message about God. 
The Beachfest crowd wore anti-drug and "Got 
Jesus?" T-shirts. An airplane pulled a banner over 
Beachfest that read, "He who abides in me, and I in 
him, bears much fruit. John 5: 15." Another airplane 
banner advertised a brand of rum. 
The dichotomy wasn ' I lost on Beach fest official 
Craig Chastain. 
"It's going to be an interesting paradox to be 
ac:ross the street from the Elbo Room,'' Chastain said 
before the event. "God has a sense of humor." 
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Columbia's problems with the two Rs 
So tuition is going up. Surprise, sur-
prise. President Warrick L. Carter has 
been warn ing us for awhile-the school 
is more than 87 percent tuition-depend-
ent. Budget-crunches hit and the adminis-
tration really doesn' t have much choice: 
They have to pass the ~avings (or lack 
thereof) onto us. 
But go ing hand in hand with the 
tuition problem are the two Rs: retention 
and recruitment. Columbia has, histori-
cally, had problems with both . 
The open admissions policy affects 
retention. Some students who come here 
have no intention of seeing out a four- . 
year program. Columbia has tried to 
weed out some of the less serious stu-
dents with its bridge program, where at-
risk students who wish to enroll must first 
complete a summer skills update. But the 
problem still exists. 
Carter said in his State of the College 
speech on March 20 that Columbia is still 
commined to open admissions, but it wi ll 
change the academic calendar to more 
accurately match traditional schedules. 
The only problem is that we won ' t sec 
those changes unt i I 2005. Why? 
One guess is that the late stan date is 
a big moneymaker that the school is 
reluctant to let go. Yet this late stan may 
be a reason we get some of the less seri-
ous students: Some come to Columbia as 
a last resort or out of laziness. 
staff and faculty. We agree. There is not 
much .expenditure required- just the 
salaries of a new financial a id officer and 
some teachers. But the return would be 
well worth it. We encourage the adminis-
tration to take to heart the comments of 
the Latino Alliance, and to work with the 
students who live in the communities 
Columbia is courting. 
Recruitment is the other problem. In 
the past it seems Columbia has primarily 
used word of mouth. If someone hears 
that we have a good fi lm or television 
program, they may research the school 
and find they like it. But now Columbia 
needs to seriously ramp up its recruitment 
to boost overall enrollment. 
Columbia's current recruitment meth-
ods contain many naws. 
For example: The mass e-mailing 
campaign was a horrible idea. Do you 
need more spam? We suspect that serious 
students rarely decide where they will 
attend co llege based on an unsolicited e-
mail that looks something like th is: "Bob 
Sevilla! Do you want to go to college? !?" 
A commercial on Spanish-language 
Univis ion also doesn't seem like the most 
dignified way to court potential students. 
It seems a little ITI Tech. Most four-year 
institutions do not advertise on TV; they 
go through guidance counselors and pos-
itive referrals from former students. 
Additionally, minority retention gets 
shafted at Columbia. The mentorship pro-
gram is good, but its goals are not well 
defined. What, exactly, are the mentors 
supposed to be helping the new students 
do? Are they supposed to help with home-
work, give advice on classes or just be 
pals? 
Those endorsements arc hard to get, 
but they carry far more weigh t. The way 
to get those recommendations is 
through improving the quality of the 
education at Columbia and by making 
students who currently attend the schoo l 
happier. Instead of planning years into 
the future, the college should plan for 
the students who are here now. After all , 
we're the ones who ' ll be advertising out 
in the real world. 
Alcohol tax wrong filler for budget holes 
Latino students have suggested that 
retention could be improved with an 
increase in Spanish-speaking or Latino 
High price tag won't guarantee prestige 
His message came as no apology. In 
President Caner 's comment in the April 
7 issue of the Chronicle, he announced 
that Columbia students could expect a 
tuition increase to S 14,880 for the 2003-
2004 school year. "The bottom line is 
this: We are increasing tuition. We 
don't want to," Carter said. "We are 
seeking additional sources of scholar-
ship funds to support our students." 
But these words are far from com-
forting. 
Caner explained that the raise in 
tuition, approved by the college's Board 
of Trustees, is needed because of the 
increase of college costs such as replac-
ing and purchasing additional instruc-
tional equipment, ensuring safety and 
developin~ web-based technology need-
ed for registration, advis ing and billing. 
And let's not forget the staggering 
economy, a dwindling endowment, the 
failing stock market and the reduction in 
bo1h state and federal funding. 
Some may think the price of a 
school's tuition is often compared to the 
quality of education. Therefore, }aising 
Columbia's tuition may be an uercise in 
higher expectations or credibility. 
It is unfortunate that colleges are 
judged on this baJis. Prestigious univer-
sities across the nation are known for 
their hi&h price ta"' on education. 
Undergr~duate students at DePaul 
University, founded in 1898, paid an 
estimlltcd Sl7,820 tuition for the 2002· 
2003 school year, accordina to the 
K hool 't website. With more than 
20.000 studentJ, Dc:P1ul is a much larg-
tr ~<:ldemie utablishment than 
Columbia. However, with the new 
tuition price we will pay just $3,000 less 
than DePaul students. 
This neighboring university has mul-
tiple advantages. They have access to 
updated technology, recreational servic-
es, and athletic departments. DePaul has 
also installed wireless Internet, while 
Columbia has only begun to initiate a 
working online service. 
DePaul operates on a seven-day sys-
tem with extended library hours, open 
lab use and more equipment for its stu-
dents. 
Columbia enrollment for the 2002-
2003 school year has been estimated at 
9,000 students. With an open admis-
sions policy and the expectation of ris-
ing enrollment, the need for space will 
continue to increase. Is such growth 
only looked at as a solution for more 
college funding? 
This cycle will continue: more stu-
dents mean more buildings and facili-
ties, which triggers a tuition increase. 
What Columbia administration really 
needs to look at is the fact that we' re 
still a tuition-driven school. Unlike most 
traditional schools, we re ly less on 
endowments and investments and more 
on tuition dollars. Changing that equa-
tion could be the lirst step In stopping 
annua l tuition in~reascs . 
Columbia should also bank on Its 
uniqueness, not iu tuition price. The 
notion that prestiac comes wllh hi&h 
tuition rates or bia enrollment numbers 
needs to be thrown out the window. 
If It were, maybe the eollcac would-
n't have to raise tuition • • much as It did. 
Staff Editorial 
Daily Bruin (U. california-Los Angeles) 
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES-The 
state of California is considering an 
alcohol tax known as "Five-for-Life." 
It would tax every alcoholic drink sold 
by 5 cents over the wholesale price 
and use the money to reimburse emer-
gency rooms and trauma centers for 
alcohol-related incidents. 
While it seems logical for the state 
to target the people who caused the 
incidents, the tax is complicated. 
Contentiqus issues arise with specific 
taxation. 
The tax singles out a specific group 
of people-those who make the legal 
choice to drink. Through taxation, leg-
islators send the message that alcohol 
drinkers are a unique segment of the 
population that can be financially pun-
ished for their alleged indiscretion. 
Politicians know they can get away 
with the tax. It even bolsters their 
political image because alcoholism has 
attached a stigma to alcohol use in 
general. Californians who drink 
responsibly would be punished. 
Besides, law already punishes alco-
hol abuse. Those who cause harm to 
others while under the innuence face 
s trict punishment. A tax on alcohol 
would be a second "punishment" for a 
legal activity that many enjoy- safely. 
The issue of lnsul'llciont funding 
for vital medical fttcllltles In 
California Is another problem. 
Emeraency rooms and trauma centers 
arc amona the most hnportnnt state-
funded Institutions in Cnllfornln. But 
malntalnlna basic medical fncllitles Is 
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so low on the state's list of priorities 
that 60 California emergency rooms 
have closed since 1990. Fifteen trauma 
centers have closed since 1980. It is 
deplorable that the most populous state 
in the world's most prosperous nation 
cannot provide adequate, nearby med-
ical facilities for its citizens. 
The culprit for California's inade-
quacies is a lack of long-tenn planning 
and an abundance of short-tenn solu-
tions. 
The proposed alcohol tax is a per-
fect example. Even if the tax were 
morally nawless, politically just, and 
supported by the entire population, it 
would still set a bad precedent abou1 
how the state should address emer-
gency care. 
Instead of arguing over the ta:t, leg-
islators should make a long-tenn com-
mitment to the state medica! facilities 
by allocating a greater percentage of 
budget money to them. If this means 
raising taxes across the board, they 
must do so. 
Sen. Gloria Romero ( 0 -Los 
Angeles) argues for the alcohol talt on 
the basis that 60 percent of trauma 
patients test positive for alcohol. 
Romero's argument carries some 
merit, but it misses the point. 
Everyone uses hospit11!s, and they 
should always be funded. It is unac-
ceptllble that hospitals or trauma cen-
ters are fllcina l1nnnclal11m:ars. 
The stntc needs to make sure the 
avDIIabllity of emcraenoy c:11re Is neYIIr 
a question. lnstc11d of taraetlna a spo-
clflc habit, ralslna till es across the 
board to do o Is the best w~ to ensure 
th is. 
April 14, 2003 Commentary 
New privacy rule for government to ignore 
By Emily Smith 
Commentary Editor 
Most people aren't aware that the 
leve l of privacy of our health records and 
information will be stepped up this week. 
Health care practitioners are gearing up 
to comply with an April 14 deadline for 
privacy protection regulations imposed 
under The Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act of 1996 (aka the 
Privacy Rule). 
HIPAA is the first federa l law protect-
ing patient information. It is not yet pop-
ular among the general public, and will 
probably go unnoticed by most patients, 
aside from the signature they all must 
give to veri fy that they received notice of 
it from their health provider. 
The Office for Civil Rights in the 
Department of Health and Human 
Services is responsible for enforcing it. 
Under the privacy regulations, practi-
tioners must keep patient information 
"hush-hush" in the open waiting area. 
Rather than verba lly confirming informa-
tion such as addresses, it will now be 
printed on a card for the patient to con-
firm. No talking is done in case some-
body is listening-other than the govern-
ment, that is. 
With the Patriot Act of 200 I and its 
buddy, The Domestic Security 
Enhancement Act of 2003, why bother 
with privacy laws? It seems rather absurd 
to worry about your address being seen 
when the government can view your entire 
credit record whenever it wants. 
When medical offices call a patient's 
home as a reminder of an upcoming visit, 
they can now only say the name, time of 
appointment and a callback number. 
Anything else is restricted. Also, the com-
puter monitors at offices must be turned at 
an angle so that people cannot inadvertent-
ly look at the screen. 
As elementary as these regulations 
sound, the act of implementing them is 
causing confusion for many hospitals and 
clinics-the AOA Compliance Manual 
alone reads more than 160 pages. Some 
physicians aren't sure as to what informa-
tion they can release or what constitutes a 
vio lation. And I can understand why: 
The Fourth Amendment, which pro-
tects people from unreasonable searches 
and secures their right to privacy, was 
practically thrown out with the govern-
ment's new authority to spy on those they 
suspect of terrorist activity. Since they 
don't have to prove reason of suspic ion, 
they pretty much have free range to dig 
into citizens' lives. 
Privacy doesn't ex ist. Laws like 
HIPAA try to make us believe that it does. 
They are attempts to comfort us just as 
cookies and some warm milk would. But 
with the existence of the Patriot Act and 
the reality of the government's power, 
laws like HIPAA are a joke. 
Then again, there are many stupid laws 
out there. Whenever I' ve been aggravated 
by a cop, Mayor Daley or the government 
in general, I simply look at a few of these 
laws to remind myself just how ridiculous 
our governing bodies can be. 
For instance, according to the 
John WesVChronicle 
the "s" at the end. In Joliet, you can be 
charged $5 for pronouncing it "Jolly-
ETTE." 
Legislation in Vermont made it manda-
tory that everyone bathe at least once a 
week. I wish Illinois had that law as 
well-there are many people even here at 
Columbia who clearly need some authori-
ty in regulating their bathing habits. 
The number of antiquated laws is out-
rageous. There is even a two-page web 
site for onion laws at www.aggie-horticul-
ture.tamu.edu. All of the laws regard 
onions. For example, it is legal for citizens 
to throw onions at obnoxious salesmen in 
Grant's Pass, Ore., yet it is illegal in 
Ridgeland, S.C. for a woman in shorts 
who weighs more than 200 pounds to eat 
an onion in a restaurant or at a pub! ic pic-
nic. 
There is a quote by the author Samuel 
Johnson that reads: "The law is the last 
result of human wisdom acting upon 
human experience for the benefit of the 
people." 
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Confusion and paranoia are logical. 
With so much concentration nowadays 
placed on individual privacy, people are 
touchy about any invasion of privacy. We 
cling to our rights because we are so 
unclear as to what they are. The bound-
aries are not distinct. We aren't quite sure 
what we are entitled to anymore because 
the chalk outlines have been erased and 
redrawn so many times that we can barely 
see them. 
Stupidest Laws in America website, it is 
illegal here in Chicago to give a lighted 
cigar to a domesticated animal. It is also a 
criminal offense for anyone other than a 
police officer to use a slingshot. 
Our current laws suggest that either the 
government hasn't gained much w isdom 1---------------
In Florida, a woman can be charged if 
she falls asleep under a hair dryer. And in 
California, it is illegal to eat an orange 
while in the bathtub. 
It is illegal to mispronounce 
"Arkansas" while in Arkansas. I can agree 
with that one, though; I hate it when peo-
ple who grew up in Illinois st ill pronounce 
through its experience, or it doesn't care 
about our benefit. Maybe both. 
In theory, HIPAA should get some 
applause. The idea it tries to convey is 
that somebody cares about our privacy. 
But at this point in time, the only thing it 
really conveys is the idea that there is 
one more privacy law that the govern-
ment can ignore. 
WHO intervenes in the SARS disease 
Chris O'Donnell 
The Oracle (U. South Florida) 
(U-WIRE) TAMPA, Fla.- Some come 
with a Burberry or Loui~ Vuitton label-just 
don't say they take your breath away. 
Label or no label, surgical masks have 
become the latest must-have item in Hong 
Kong. But this is no mere fad. The outbreak 
of the Severe Acute. Respiratory Syndrome 
has struck fear into the hearts of Hong Kong's 
citizens. As of Wednesday, April 9, the dis-
ease has claimed its I 06 victims, with 2,722 
reported infections around the world, accord-
ing to the World Health Organization. Travel 
warnings issued by the WHO have only 
fueled the anxiety felt on the island. 
Unfortunately for Hong Kong, it is not a 
place that lends itself to isolation. As one of 
the key financial centers for Asia, business 
visitors from around the world are the life-
blood of the city. · Furthermore, the densely 
populated island, with its population of seven 
million squeezed into an area some 16 square 
miles-which makes Manhattan look 
sparse-is an ideal breeding ground for a 
contagious disease that has already claimed 
the lives of 27 islanders. My sister, a Hong 
Kong resident, told me just an innocent cough 
or sneeze wi II clear a room in seconds. 
Still, you have to admire their ability to 
tum a crisis into a business opportunity. 
Designer masks began appearing almost as 
soon as the disease manifested itself. Like 
much of the designer merchandise sold in 
Hong Kong, the designer masks are fake. 
Burberry has not moved into the medical 
apparel market j ust yet. 
The mysterious virus is believed to have 
originated in mainland China, which was 
rightfully targeted for heavy criticism from 
the WHO Director General Gro Harlem 
Brundtland. She disapproved its fa ilure to 
report early cases of the illness and its lack of 
cooperation with the WHO and the interna-
tional community. 
Due to international business travel, 
SARS has now spread as far as Canada. 
According to Brundtland, it is the first disease 
to spread across the world in this manner. As 
a consequence, last week the WHO issued a 
warning against traveling to the Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region, or the 
Guangdong Province in Southeast China. 
The threat of SARS should be a remedial 
lesson to the world. The WHO's mobilization 
and coordination of expertise from around the 
world has come at a time when events else-
where have called into question the future 
role, if any, of the WHO's parent organiza-
tion, the United Nations. The United States 
and Great Britain's decision to eschew the 
democracy of the U.N. Security Counci l and 
invade Iraq is only the most recent example of 
the battle of national interests played out 
within the United Nations which has threat-
ened the credibility and future of the organi-
zation. 
Without the intervention of the WHO, it is 
difficult to see how the spread ofSARS could 
have been checked. Which country would 
will ingly cut itself off from business and 
tourist currency in order to contain the dis-
ease? · 
With mass air transit, globalization, 
increasing industrialization and the eradica-
tion of trade barriers around the world, the 
fates of all nations are inextricably inter-
twined. Events such as the SARS crisis have 
shown the value of a world body able to act 
independently of national concerns. 
While there is an obvious necessity for the 
United Nations-particularly the Security 
Council, with its Cold War-orientated veto 
system- to be restructured, the reduction of 
the United Nations to a humanitarian organi-
zation would be a step backward for the 
world. The challenge facing the countries of 
the world is to create a United Nations worthy 
of the name. 
Christopher Richert 
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Let's agree to disagree 
This is in response to Georgia 
Evdoxiadis' column printed in the 
Monday, April 7 issue of the Chronicle. 
There were some issues brought up that I 
think were presented as somewhat mis-
leading. The writer compared Bush's 
vendetta against Saddam Hussein and his 
"evils" with the case of an African woman 
who wi ll be stoned to death for fornica-
tion. The writer calls the practice of the 
African death sentence as "evil" and the 
woman as "helpless." 
My point in this letter is to stress that 
we must be careful not to further any 
wrong ideas about other cultures. We 
must be cautious about the western para-
digm: the standard that we hold other 
societies up to. If the stoning of a woman 
who knew the law and broke it in Africa is 
evil, then what is it called when we in 
America send the mentally handicapped, 
who sometimes have no way of under-
standing the law they have broken, to the 
electric chair? 
Maybe the laws and the way society 
works in Africa- and Iraq, for that mat-
ter--seem barbaric to us. But while there 
is no way of checking and balancing each 
other fairly, we should all accept the dif-
ferences in our respective societies and 
agree to disagree. Perhaps this hegemony 
is the reason we are at war today. 
Jona Whipple 
Junior/Fiction Writing 
Why can't we all just 
get along? 
I do not like it when innocent people 
get ki lied. I do not I ike it when a people 
are ruled by a selfish dictator. I am not 
totally against the war. I am not totally for 
the war. 
Therefore, it is very uncomfortable for 
me to sit in a classroom these days. I've 
talked to others who feel this same uneasi-
ness. And like everyone at Columbia, I 
sacrifice a Jot of time and money, as 
expected, for an education that I'm proud 
to be a part of. I love this school and I love 
the open community, but I do not love 
feeling like an idiot for having a neutral 
opinion. I appreciate teachers giving their 
opinions on the war, but I do not appreci-
ate class being canceled, without consid-
eration that maybe that action would not 
make everyone comfortable, without con-
sideration that people may have actually 
worked hard on that day's homework. 
This does not make me any less educated 
than those of you who disturbed the peace 
on Lake Shore Drive. 
It's admirable that people stick up for 
their beliefs and put all their energy into 
fighting for such a strong cause. 
Commentary 
COWMBIA'S VOICES 
Saddam Hussein- who owns 21 
palaces, has used chemical warfare on his 
own people, and has gassed his own fam-
ily-is not a nice man. I'm not a Bush 
supporter, I'm not a Gore supporter. 
War-torn Iraqis talk about being glad 
we are having war, knowing that the ir 
fam ilies wou ld rather be killed than be 
under another day of Hussein's rule. It is 
not fair _for me to articulate an exact per-
centage of Iraqi people who feel this way, 
but there are people who feel this way. We 
haven't been under the hand of a ruler like 
Saddam llussein, so how would we know? 
We can't speak for a people who have 
seen more damage and destruction · than 
we could ever imagine. 
I am looking for a president that cares 
fo r a ll people and their lives-men, 
women, and chi ldren, rich and poor, black, 
white, .and everything in between. So far, 
no luck. I would like to see protests in the 
projects and ghettos, ask ing why Chicago 
doesn't do more to solve the poverty prob-
lem, to feed people who do not know 
when their next meal will be. I would like 
to see protests at insurance companies, 
asking why in some cases, women have to 
go through extra steps to obtain birth con-
trol, yet men have no trouble getting 
Yiagra. I would like to see abortion cl inics 
get left alone because your body is your 
body, not the government's. I would like 
to see protests at City Hall, demanding 
tougher laws for sex offenders and mur-
derers, and rehab for drug-addicts, not jai l. 
We chant "Peace, Peace, Peace." With 
this man a live, there will never be peace. 
With presidents, Republican and 
Democrats, we will never have peace. The 
world will never be rid of its pain. This is 
not a pessimistic view, it's the truth and I 
think we all know it. 
Yet, I continue to live my life, grateful 
to breathe this musty Chicago air, yet sad 
all the same, because we can' t even get 
along here. 
C la ud ia C. Alonzo 
J unior/Poetry 
Be proud to support 
our president 
To all war protesters: 
I watch completely dumfounded to see 
thousands of you gather to protest against 
the actions of the United States. I have to 
say to myself that these people that are 
protesting must not have televisions or 
radios because it's obvious they are uned-
ucated, uninformed radical peace hippies. 
Because why would somebody not want 
to remove Saddam Hussein from power? 
The man is a proven murderer. He has 
killed his own people because they have 
spoken against him. 
Can you imagine if you lived in a soci-
ety were if you spoke against President 
Bush you'd be killed? Saddam Hussein 
has killed his own people, he is definitely 
capable of killing American citizens. How 
much more time do you want him to have 
to disarm? It's been 10 plus years . He 
won't disarm, he just wants to buy more 
time to develop these weapons. Do you 
want to see another repeat of 9/11 before 
you realize that terrorism is a threat to us? 
If you think that Sad dam is no threat to us, 
then you are naive. If you think that this 
whole situation could be solved in peace, 
you are naive. I lash out at your ignorance 
because you protest without knowing the 
facts. The slogan you chanted last week 
" Walk Out, Stop the War" sounded more 
like a strategy to take a personal day off of 
school, than really standing up for what 
you believe. 
Did you honestly .believe that the pres-
ident would see that and call back all of 
his soldiers because you weren't in school 
getting your education? I watched as you 
all walked down the street with smiles 
until the group grew bigger and bigger and 
caused traffic on Lake Shore Drive to stop 
later that night. Police in full riot gear had 
to come and take control. You say you 
want to avoid war in Iraq but you create 
your own war and disturbance in Chicago. 
Support our troops in our fight to remove 
Sad dam and weapons of mass destruction 
and keep your little war out of our city. I 
am disappointed in President Carter who 
told teachers not to discipline students 
who walked out. Is school and attendance 
not important anymore? 
I hope you feel a twinge of stupidity as 
you watch the news and see how well-
planned this war is and how smoothly 
things are going. Our president and our 
government officials are very intelligent 
and obviously know more than you. Why 
we are at war? Because Iraq and terrorism 
proves a threat to you and me. 
But go ahead, protest away. Maybe the 
next Jaw that should be passed is one that 
would remove our freedom of speech, and 
any citizen who speaks against the presi-
dent would be killed. Sometimes I think 
West of Center 
The Columbia Chronicle photo poll 
Question: What do you think about reality TV? 
Ulld1 Torrft 
.lllllot/Orlphlc l>ellp 
Vut1n1 lhueh 
Gndu•te!FIIm ,. VIdeo 
Jennlrtr Ru\lllcaba 
SophomortiFUm A Vldto 
Jennifer ltlltdlt 
Stnlor/Photoar~phy 
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our country would be a better place with 
that Jaw in place. We'd remove all the 
idiots. Open your eyes and see how good 
you have it and be proud of your heritage 
and support your country. It's the 
American way. May all the troops and cit-
izens be safe. Good luck and God bless. 
Brian Liedtke 
Junior/Sports Marketing 
Arrests of protesters 
cause utter confusion 
Chris Coates is a fine writer, but I have 
to raise some questions about his logic 
when he writes about the massive arrests 
of protesters on March 20. 
Writing about the scene at Chicago 
and Michigan Avenues that evening, when 
over a thousand peaceful demonstrators 
were encircled and not allowed to leave by 
police, who then made periodic sweeps to 
arrest hundreds of those who were 
trapped; writing about this scene of 
entrapment, detention and periodic brutal-
ity, Coates said it was democracy at work. 
A more appropriate description would 
be the chant heard !Tom demonstrators on 
April 5, as police in full riot gear tightly 
packed themselves in rows around the 
rally and the march. This is what a police 
state looks like. 
Another point: Coates allows that 
when the United States began an unpro-
voked attack on Iraq, perhaps some 
protesting was in order. 
But at present, he said, the push should 
now move to supporting our troops. So 
perhaps it was wrong to begin this utterly 
unjust and unprovoked war of domination, 
but now that it is actually taking place, we 
should support those who are carrying out 
the attack? 
John Stevenson 
Instructor/Liberal Education 
BillY lrtMt 
Ju•lorffllua.r 
John WesiiChronide 
"I hMte it. f thlnll lt't the 
dumbest thing In the wurld." 
"I don't watc;h television.'' "I think It dosensltlus our 
oonoept or what'l real and 
what'• not." 
"It aucka. I like •omothlna 
with aubttllllCI to lt." 
"n 'a not (I()Od. tt ._ dull\ b. 
'fhe¥ do tht Wftt thll\1 OW 
and owr •ln." 
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The Paula Pldfer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim 
POLITIC~L C~RTOON CONT£./'T ./'II'JCL£ P~N£L Wll'f\JER./' 
1st Place 
Ryan Duggan 
1,~@~ ~0@3) 
! J:N Case of' Atoll\ic. 8oh>ti113·· IN G,sp of 8;0/~icol Allock: 
3rd Place 
Lorenzo Bonilla 
2nd Place 
.John West 
Honorable Mention 
.John West 
New lifestyle. Same you. 
Affordable highrise luxury! Steps from Columbia! • Homey, spacious apartmen!S with luxury features • Floor-to-ceiling windows 
• Steps from tlie Loop, Grant Park, the Lake, Soldier Field, Buckingham Fountain, museums, restauran!S and the Auditorium Theatre 
• Indoor pool, two sundecks, fitness room • Pany room • 24-hour doorstaff • Laundry facilities • Indoor parking • Incredible views 
• 2 East Eighth St. • Open Monday-Friday, 10-6; Saturday, !I-5; Sunday I2-5. (312) 939-7000. 
Convertibles from $845/mo. One bedrooms from $1040/mo. 1\vo bedrooms from $1340/mo. I month free rent for May move-ins. 
Prices and availability subject to change. Photo does not depict actual apartment. 
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c·spaces presents * Celebrating 
A six-week-long festival 
of works and panel discussions In all media. 
March 17- May 2, 2003 
STRONG WOMEN 
2 Exhibitions. Panel Discussions. Film Screenings and 
Performances BY WOMEN ABOUT WOMEN 
RIVETING ART 
2003* 
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Fried Green Tomatoes 
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exhibitions 
MULIEBRAL 
An installation that celebrates each First Lady 
in American history. 
Interdisciplinary Book and Paper alum: 
Barbara V&nn Bansley 
M.-ch 28 • May 2 
March 28 Hpm Opening Reception 
Glass Curtain Gallery 
Student Women Artists of Columbia College Chicago 
explore female identity. 
Curated by Undergraduate Photography Major 
Kathryn Lovesky 
March 20 • April 12 
March 20 &-7pm Opening Reception 
Hokin Gallery 
Halcln Galloly & Annex 623 S Wabaa~ 1st Floor, ChlcuiJI .£i! 
Glass CunJJin Gallery & Clitla'NIIy Center 1104 S. W~bu/l, l&t noor, Cllieato " 0 • ~ ' "" 
www.COium.edu\spaces, Strong Women llotline 312/344-7696 
SPOO&Oiud by C·~flS and Student Actl~ties. d~islons Ill Student Aflall'$, fu'ldcd 
by Studem act!YIIy fees: Pnde, ft student Otflilnlu!Uon, Department of Film and 
VIdeo • The Rabljlat Documetllary Cento<, The Fiction Writlng Depallmenl, Journalism 
Oepartment.lnterol!clplfnary Ms Department end lhe Columbia Chll)lliele. 
)> 
\J 
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Hokin Annex Gallery Gallery Hours: 
623 S. wabash Chicago, IL 60605 
312/344-7696 www.colum.edu\ spaces 
Mon-Thur 10.7 
Fri 10.5, Sat by appt. 
--~ . -
Hokln Gallery 
623 S. Wabash 
Chicago IL 60605 
*' Gallery Hours: 
mon · thurs 1 (). 7 
fri 10.5 
sat.byappt. 
C • Spaces and Academic Computing Present: 
thread: print 
Hokln Gallery, 623 S. Wabash, April17 • May 8 
Jurled exhibition of images and objects from the 
Academic Computing Department's Imaging classes 
thread: opening reception Friday, May 2, 5 • 7 pm 
thread: salon 
623 S. Wabash, Room 405, Friday May 2, 5:30 ·6:30pm 
Featured Speaker: Steve Jones 
Internet Research and Everyday Life 
thread: online: acweb.colum.edu/gallery.html 
Oeslgned by Allan Kukral 
.2 
..j 
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C·Spaces and the Department of Science & Math present: 
Sci~~c~1~d . Math 
April 16 - May 8, 2003 
Reception: Wednesday, April 16 5-7pm 
Awards announced 5:30pm 
in the Hokin Annex Gallery 
Curated by 
-~ Faculty from Art & Design: Kevin Henry 
X 
1; and from Science & Math: Pan Papacosta 
f C·Spaces is a division of Student Affairs, funded by Student Activity Fees. 
··: 
. . (· ·.,, 
"'""""'<~· ' 
thread 
' 
n. Holtin Ctnc~ and C • Spices~ part of student lift. I divtsion of S~nt Affairs fondtd by stucHnt activity ft'fl 
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Columb i a College Chicago Urban Arts Festival 
001¢ what is mayfest 
MayFest is a month-long celebration of student work, a festival 
of student talent, and an opportunity for graduating seniors 
and graduate thesis students to exhibit and perform their work. 
Visual, performing and media arts exhibitions and events will 
take place all over campus during the month of May. MayFest 
culminates in a day-long festival, Manifest 03. 
[g)¢ what is manifest 
Manifest is an urban arts festival happening at Columbia 
College on May 22. Enjoy live music from student, local, 
and international bands on three sound stages, a campus 
wide gallery artwalk and site-specific performance works 
including dance concerts, spoken word, theater pieces 
and musical recitals. 
Mark your calendars and j oin the celebration. 
www.mayfestmanlfest.colum.edu 
April 14,2003 
May 22 
Heather Morrison/Chronicle 
Jno Cook's 'Four Rivers' installation is part of 'Terrorist Art: Protesting War,' on display at the Polvo Art 
Studio, 1257 W. 18th St., through April19. 
Duct tape as art of war 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
Duct tape, the all-purpose 
silver tape, is finding its way into 
a surpris ing amount of art as of 
late. In response to the govern-
ment touting the tubular tape as a 
precautionary measure against 
biological weapons, artists have 
incorporated it and other unusual 
items into their work. 
The heightened state of aware-
ness toward war and terrorism, 
both home and abroad, has no 
doubt inspired the work; after all, 
war probably ranks second only 
to love as a source of artistic 
muse. 
At the Polvo Art Studio, a small 
gallety in Pilsen at 1257 W. 18th 
St., an exhibit entitled ' 'Terrorist 
Art: Protesting War," which runs 
through Saturday, April 19, dis-
plays a variety of works, all 
adverse to the war with Iraq. 
Some of the works are comical, 
like Juan Compean's "Terrorist, 
Death and Freedumb Fries," a 
chalk-and-charcoal drawing over 
a screenprint on brown craft 
paper with three degenerative 
portraits of President George W. 
Bush. The first shows a funny-
faced Bush saying: "Hey! Who 
sprinkled anthrax on my free-
dumb fries?" 
The second has Bush wearing a 
suit and a cowboy hat saying: 
"Yee-haw! I'm gonna git me a 
terrorist." And the final drawing 
has Bush dressed as the grim 
reaper, scythe and all, saying: "I 
am the angel of death." 
Miguel Cortez's " Homeland 
Security Trifold Wallet," is an 
actual brown leather wallet offer-
ing free duct tape inside. Cortez, a 
former student of the School of 
the Art Institute of Chicago and a 
Columbia film student who 
designs packaging and belt wallet 
presentations for the Chicago-
based Humphreys Accessories, 
said, " I' m just ttying to be absurd 
about protecting my money from 
terrorists." 
Columbia photography instruc-
tor Jno (pronounced like Jon) 
Cook's "Four Rivers" is a 
holdover from the early 1990s. It 
was made in response to the 
Persian Gulf War. Referring to the 
four rivers in the book of Genesis, 
signifying the location of Eden, 
Cook wrote in his artist statement: 
"We are about to bomb Eden back 
to a Paleolithic Age." 
Other works in the exhibit 
include a digital collage titled 
" Pax Americana" by Tomas 
Siebley depicting a human skull 
with old pocket watches as eyes 
and a large bomb as a body and 
Jesus Macarena-Avila's work, 
which is simply the word 
• See War Art, Page _25 
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The saga of the presidents' 
wives shown on stage 
By Jennifer Golz 
Staff Writer 
l:larbara Wynn Bansley has been 
creating the blues for more than 12 
years. No, she's not a musician, 
she's an artist-an innovative 
artist-who has created a beautiful 
ballroom-style stage at the Glass 
Curtain Gallety, II 04 S. Wabash 
Ave., titled "The Wit of America's 
First Ladies." 
Appropriately set in the Blue 
Room, the center of the White 
House, Bansley has created 13 
themed tables sitting all 43 first 
ladies. 
"Having to choose who to sit 
with who was not hard, but was a 
long process," Bansley said. 
The tables range in topics from 
"Just wanted to chat," "Only wed-
ding of first lady in the White 
House," "Hated being first lady" to 
" Loved being first lady." 
Ten of the tables are covered in 
an indigo paper tablecloth. The 
remaining three, the wedding 
tables, were left the natural white 
color of paper. 
The tablecloths were handmade 
by dragging fruit tree mesh through 
a paper pulp that looks like oatmeal 
and then hanging it up to dty. 
When the dtying process was com-
pleted, the tablecloths were dyed 
the color of indigo. 
Each table is complete with a 
place setting and centerpiece 
appropriately designed. The place 
mat is an indigo cyanotype portrait 
of each first lady. Next to each 
place mat is a short one-act play, 
written by Bansley, evoking a theo-
retical conversation that might 
have taken place between the par-
ticipants. 
"The public becomes the first 
ladies," Bansley explained. "When 
they come they will sit and read the 
plays." 
" When you walk into a gallety or 
museum there is a rule that you're 
not supposed to touch any of the 
work. But this goes beyond the 
notion; one can interact with what 
the artist has created," said Harold 
Mendez, assistant to the director of 
the Glass Curtain Gallety. 
The " Only wedding of first lady 
in the White House" includes Julia 
Tyler, Lucy Hayes and Frances 
Cleveland. Cleveland is the only 
first lady to marty in the White 
I louse. All three women were 20 
years or younger than their presi-
dent husbands. 
Caroline Harrison, Edith 
Roosevelt and Jackie Kennedy are 
seated at the table "Raised young 
children while in the White House." 
Martha Washington, Anna 
Harrison, Margaret Taylor and 
Mamie Eisenhower are seated at 
the table "Militaty wives before 
becoming first ladies." Bansley said 
she felt that these women braved 
the frontier, blazing new territoty, 
not only for women, but for 
America. 
Interestingly, Hillaty Clinton is 
not seated at the table "Wanted co-
presidency." Instead Sarah Polk, 
Ellen Arthur, Edith Wilson and 
Rosalyn Carter share dialogue. 
"They thought of ways before 
Hillaty," Bansley said. · Wilson 
acted as president without control-
ling the executive branch after her 
husband President Woodrow 
Wilson suffered a paralyzing 
stroke. 
Clinton is seated with Eleanor 
Roosevelt at the "Just wanted to 
chat table." 
" Hillary always wanted to sit and 
vis it with Eleanor," Bansley said. 
"So I gave her that chance." 
Bansley said she was a straight-D 
student in school and has never 
been interested in history. 
However, last March she picked up 
a book about the first ladies and is 
still reading it. 
"I have been getting up at 4 a.m. 
j ust to read," Bansley said. 
See First ladies, Page 25 
courtesy Malovat Art Gallery 
'Apollo and Artemis' by Andrew Conklin, is on display at the Malovat Art 
Gallety through May 10. 
Greek love exposed in art 
By Stephanie Sarto 
Assistant A&E Editor 
The Malovat Art Gallety, 1630 N. 
Milwaukee Ave., caters to the more 
traditional styles of sculpture, paint-
ing and drawing. The newest exhibi-
tion "Ars Amoratis-The Art of 
Love" features artists from various 
parts of the United States and 
Ewupe, as well as eight locals, who 
portray the romantic escapades of 
the gods and goddesses of Greco-
Roman mythology. 
The work varies from sculptures 
of "The Birth of Venus" to an oil 
painting of "Cupid and Pysche." 
The poses, gestures and mystique of 
these characters are beautiful-
almost lifelike. Some pictures dis-
play soft, muted tones such as "Leda 
and the Swan," while other works 
like "Apollo and Artemis" look 
almost photographic. And for those 
who are unfamiliar with the mytho-
logical stories, the galle!)' posts them 
alongside the pieces. 
"Leda" and "Apollo" are among 
See M~lov~ Page 25 
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TV Review 
UPN premieres sub-par 
'Sopranos' knockoff 
By Georgia Evdoxladls 
Co-Editor-in-Chief 
and Jackson's wife Monica 
(Lalanya Masters) almost com-
pletely escapes development in 
1 the hour-long premiere. 
Thanks to the "The Sopranos" Sweetback's biggest star, 
we all suffer. ' Versls (played by Vishiss) is 
It's true. Ever since the show's another lame placeholder. 
immense success, television Although not a bad rapper, he's a 
executives have been falling all pale (pardon the pu~) imi.tat!on 
over each other in a rush to pro- of Em1!1em. Versls-hk~ V1sh1ss, 
duce the network version of the accordmg to the press literature, 
"gritty family drama." The is a tough white kid with a "hard-
newest in line UPN's knock" life. His wife, who lives 
"Platinum," purport's to give in f'1ilwa~kee, . has a love/hate 
viewers the inside dope on hip- relatwnsh1p ~1th _Ye~sls . Jade, 
hop record companies. w~o sleeps With h1m m the first 
In the series, brothers Jackson ep1sode, asks Versls why he 
and Grady Rhames (Jason chooses to "rap so nasty" about 
George and Sticky Fingaz, his wif~. He tells. her he's "ju~! 
respectively) run Sweetback expressmg feelmgs, baby. 
Records, a hip-hop label they Hm~. Thoughi-provoking. 
created from scratch. They rep- Tliat the show somehow man-
resent the archetypes of such ~ges to be unrealistic while try-
shows: Jackson is the scotch- mg so hard to present the tough 
drinking family man who Jives side of the hip-hop industry per-
in tine-weave cotton sweaters· haps has something to do with 
Grady is the weed-smoking: its origins. Created by Jo?n 
skirt-chasing thug who attends R1dley (~ou may remember h1m 
business meetings in a puffy as the wnter of Three Kmgs) and 
jacket with a fur collar. Neither Sofia Coppola (you may remem-
really has much personality be_r her as the woman who 
aside from the one assigned to rumed Th~ Godfather. Pa~t Ill), 
him. Ditto the other cardboard the show IS also a productiOn of 
characters. American Zoetrope Television, 
Jackson and Grady 's sister the TV arm of Francis Ford 
Jade (Davena Sherwood) is a hot Coppola's. studi_o. 
and sluny underage distraction The senes tnes to make con-
troversial points-not the least 
of which is that thugism has a 
legitimate place in hip-hop. It's a 
parallel, again, to "The 
Sopranos," where violence is an 
acceptable and necessary com-
ponent of business. The possibil-
ity presented by "The Sopranos" 
that viewers might enjoy the 
inherent conflict in immoral 
actions doesn't play well on san-
itized network shows. It's diffi-
cult to be hard-hitting when cen-
sors keep out some of the rough- . 
est elements, the ones that might 
make the show work. 
The director is straight from 
music videos and commer-
cials-and it shows. Editing is 
jumpy and poorly reasoned. 
Most of the scenes play like 
mini videos, with plenty of cuts 
and moments when the music is 
more important than the images. 
The music, incidentally, is pret-
ty good, but it is ultimately 
more distracting than comple-
mentary. 
The treatment of women on 
the show is, not surprisingly, 
appalling. There isn't much 
more to them than T&A. In 
Grady's first scene, he calls a 
chick he's hooking up with a 
bitch-but, lest anyone be 
offended, he means, like, "sexy 
bitch." Jade is a tramp, like 
Photo courtesy of UPN 
The main characters, played by Jason George and Sticky Fingaz 
(above), are modeled after hip-hop record moguls. 
most of the women in the series. 
The two exceptions are Monica, 
the black queen of the family 
who is completely kept out of 
the business, and Max (N'Bushe 
Wright), the tough mogul of 
rival Conflict Records. Max's 
husband is in jail and she 
learned from him to fight her 
way out. She's a decent charac-
ter, with some vulnerability and 
depth. 
Worse television shows run 
every day, and "Platinum" is 
not all that bad, when it comes 
down to it. But it's not all that 
good, either, and it certainly 
doesn't break any new ground. 
In the series literature, a fact 
sheet gives some quick slats 
about hip-hop. One of the most 
telling factoids is that more 
than 70 percent of the hip-hop 
bought by 18-34 year olds was 
bought by Caucasians. 
Exactly. "Platinum" is a show 
about African-Americans that 
looks like it was made for 
white consumption. 
Damn those stupid Sopranos. 
Thanks to them, this won't be 
the last we see of the imitation 
tough guys. 
Problem is, the knockoffs 
don't ever come close to the 
expensive originals. 
Hip-hop culture hits mainstream TV with 'Platinum' 
By Lynn Elber 
AP Television Writer 
LOS ANGELES (AP)--"Piatinum," a UPN 
series billed as the first network hip-hop drama, is 
poised to make its debut next month. 
Hip-hop is already embraced by movies, fashion 
and a number of other industries-try counting the 
commercials with a rap beat--eager to reach young 
consumers entranced by the music or the li festyle. 
But risk-averse networks typically drag their 
heels at innovation. They certainly try to avoid the 
sharp edges of cutting-edge culture, and hip-hop 
has been dogged by its share of social controversy 
and violence. 
In the brave new TV world of anti-heroes on 
cable's '111e Sopranos" and "The Shield" and 
broadcast's "Kingpin," however, that issue would 
seem to be a nonstarter. 
There's another reason for the lag, suggests 
"Platinum" co-creator John Ridley: Any genuine 
hip-hop series has to feature black characters, and 
networks have shied away from black-oriented dra-
mas, which they see as a tough sell to general audi-
ences. 
Even hip-hop's ethnic diversity- a current star is 
white rapper Eminem--and wide appeal aren't 
CfM?Ugh for majo! networks, said Ridley, a screen-
writer and novehst whose credits include the criti-
cally acclaimed film Three Kings. 
"Hip-hop is very multicultural and we want to 
make the show multicultural, but it's still ingrained 
in black culture and there's just not a lot of venues 
serving people of color," he said. " It's a struggle. A 
lot of network.t are just ignoring a segment of the 
population." 
Nelson George, author of the book Hlp Hop 
America and the upcoming novel Night Work, 
agrees. 
"llip-hop ,._, a dramatic force on rv falls under 
the banner of black, and black is a problematic issue 
for network TV," George said. 
That attitude means network execu1ivcs arc 
ignoring hr1w fluid the iu uc of cthnicily has 
become:, c:~pecially among the younger i\ mericuns 
~ho arc: "IV advcnisen' mo~t coveted demograph-
IC. 
''ihc:rc's been such a tremendous purudi11m 
thift," uid "Platinum" • tar Lalunyu Muters. 
"We're n(IW in a li(J(:icty where the No. I golfer Is 
African-American and the No. I rapper Is 
Caucasian-A meri11an." ! lip-h(IJ' and lt' anist• clearly Me m~lnstream. 
With ac;trcs5-rappcr ()uecn Lat1fah hawkmg ('over 
Girl C::O$metits and bultstin_g an OscM IWmlnuthm 
(ror ChlcagtJ} and oox-oftiu hit (/Jrlnglng IJown 
the lloUAtl) 11nd LL Cool J being named 2003's 
"male •tar l.1f t111TUJrraw" by a the111er exhlbltcm 
group. And Eminem found ~ovie success with 8 
Mile. 
But it took three years for Ridley and co-creator 
Sofia Coppola to get "Platinum" on the air, during 
which time a deal with HBO fell through and the 
project was at Fox "for a minute," as Ridley puts it. 
(Coppola's father, Francis Ford Coppola, is an 
executive producer of the show.) 
Fledgling UPN came through. The network, 
which already attracts a diverse young audience 
with black-oriented sitcoms, is trying out six 
episodes of the drama about an ambitious family's 
music industry empire. 
Masters, Jason George, Sticky Fingaz, Steven 
Pasquale and Davena Sherwood, N'Bushe Wright 
and Vishiss star in the series, which debuts with a 
special episode 9 p.m. EST Monday, April 14 (fol-
lowed by a second hour in its regular time period, 9 
p.m. EST Tuesday, April 15). 
For the uninitiated, George defines hip-hop as 
a musical genre in which performers speak 
rhyme over a beat and as an urban-born culture 
that embraces music, fashion and "attitude." It 
started as a underclass statement but " I don't 
think it's totally that anymore," he added. 
Ridley has ambitious plans for "Platinum," which 
~s set in New York, but filmed in Toronto. He's try-
mg to be true to hip-hop culture, avoid exploitation 
and give the series a broad reach. 
" I'm 36 years old and I want to write a show I 
might perchance sit down and watch if I wasn't 
involved in it," Ridley said. 
Aiming for an ethnically diverse audience, he 
said, is just honoring the genre: "My wife is Asian. 
She loves hip-hop." 
In the ripped-from-the-headlines style of"Law & 
Order,'' "Platinum" intends to explore real issues 
and connicts in the music indust'?' through the 
series ' fictional characters, Ridley su1d. 
"fhc headline is that somebody pulls u gun ut u 
club and l'ufTl and J.Lo (Scun " I'. Diddy" Combs 
and Jennifer opez) were there and It's in People 
mu~uzinc. But what happens to the ferson who got 
shot or what happens to Pufly and .Lu when their 
names ure In the pupcr und they hnvc to deui with 
"We're now in a society 
where the No. 1 golfer is 
African-American and the 
No. I rapper is Caucasian-
American." 
-Lalanya Masters 
Photo courtesy of UPN 
Cast members of (from left) ·Ptatlnum' Include: Jason George, Lalanya 
Masters, Bishop, Sarah Manninen, N'Bushe Wright, Tony Nardi, Sticky 
Flngaz, Steven Pasquale, Oavetta Sherwood and VIc hiss. The show airs 
at 9 p.m. on Monday, April14. 
it?" 
Ridley also plans to use ele-
ments of the well-publicized dis-
pute between Michael Jackson 
and record industry executive 
Tommy Mottola, whom Jackson 
accused of being a racist. 
While Jackson isn't a rapper, 
"to take a story that's in the zeit-
geist and put it in the hlp-hop 
world, I thmk that works tinc ... l 
don't want to do a show thnt 's 
going to appeal to o narrow uudi-
cncc." 
Ouest ortists will pcrfonn but 
" l'lntlnum" won't be simply a 
music video nnthology, Ridley 
sold: " If we're just chaslnl! 
what's on· MTV, we're ~oing to 
be in n pretty bud plncc.' 
Will the violence thnt hns led 
to some hlp·hop artists' douths, 
lnoludln11 Tupnc Shnkur nnd 
Christopher "Tho Notorious 
B.l.O." Wallnoo be pnrt of 
"f11ntlnum'"l 
It won't bo twoldcd but It 
won't be ~ensntlonRIItod, Ridley 
111ld. "I try to curb violence. I'm 
ju11 not bla un puttlna vlulcnec 
on screen," he said, adding it's 
more likely to be implied than 
shown. 
While recognizir>g that the 
series is on broadcast television 
and not unfettered cable, Ridley 
said, he means to make a forth-
right drama. 
"When I write my script, I put 
everything in it," he said. "The 
language, the sexuality, I put in 
there nnd let the [network] cen-
sors dial it bnck. I'm surprised 
at the frankness they've allowed 
me. But I'm more concerned 
nbout having n deep show than 
suyhll! dirty words.' 
If "Plntlnum" Is 11 hit, could 
other networks be Inspired t("l 
mine the hlp·hop aenre? 
Ridley Is skeptical; ClcOfill 
sees potential fur chanve. 
" If networks are trylnl! to 
rcnch 18 to 30 ()'llllr olds 1. 
they're 110111& to h8VIl tO tltllll 
with It nt some point," Oco111e 
said. "I'm sure CBS, N8 and 
ABC will be laoklna at this 
and all)' Ina. 'Art wt rudy to 
l!O there? 
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CD Review 
Placebo returns with some 
By K. Ryann Zalewski 
A&E Editor 
Placebo's Brian Maiko's 
lyrics are never quite as they 
seem. One usually has to dig 
deeper into the words to find the 
true meaning. This can be frus-
trating for the audience when 
li stening to the cryptic lyrics 
from the title track off 1998's 
Without You I'm Nothing: "I'm 
unclean, a libertine/And every 
time you vent your spleen/1 
seem to lose the power of 
speech." But it can a lso be an 
asset because the listener is 
forced to determine what the 
lyrics mean, making it far more 
personal. 
The lyrics from their newly 
released a lbum Sleeping with 
Ghosts, their fourth, are less 
cryptic than those in previous 
albums. Far more introspective 
than previous Placebo albums, 
Sleeping is full of songs devoted 
to lost loves. As Molko 
explained in the press release 
accompanying the CD, "the 
album title's about carrying the 
ghosts of your relationships with 
you to the point where some-
times a smell or a situation or an 
item of clothing they bought you 
kind of brings a person back." 
This theme runs throughout 
Sleeping's 12 tracks. From the 
title track, a haunting reflection 
. on the ending of a relationship, 
to "Something Rotten," a 
dreamlike song bringing to mind 
the moment when you know the 
relationship has run its course, 
to the final track "Centerfolds," 
a quiet song where Molko sings 
how he will always love his ex, 
Sleeping with Ghosts is definite-
ly a break-up album. 
But Sleeping wouldn' t be a 
true Placebo album without 
some spitfire, which comes in 
the upbeat "Second Sight." This 
song is a "screw you" message 
to the one · who's done you 
JB Mondine/As~alwer'<s 
(Above: left to right) Steve Hewitt, Brian Molko and Stefan Olsdal make up the band Placebo. (Below left) 
Placebo's new CD, 'Sleeping with Ghosts,' was released April1. 
wrong: "Walk away to save your face/You never 
were a genius." 
Musically, Placebo has managed to make an 
album that shows growth and maturity while 
remaining true to the band's style. Songs like the 
driving "Bulletproof Cupid," reminiscent of their 
debut's "Come Home " and "This Picture" a 
blend of Without You i·m Nothing's "You Don't 
Care About Us" and "Burger Queen," show that 
Placebo has not left their new-wave sound 
behind. 
Fans may be surprised by the prevalence of 
piano on Sleeping, especially with the song 
"Centerfold," a stripped-down song that sounds 
musically inspired by Tori Amos's "Hey Jupiter." 
Because of the album's mature sound and more 
accessible nature, it may increase Placebo's fan 
base and provide them with their first hit stateside 
since 1998's " Pure Morning." Either way, 
Sleeping with Ghosts is a great new album that 
should reassure fans disappointed by 200 I 's 
Black Market Music. 
I LOVE YOU, 
YOU'RE PERFECT, 
NOW CHANGE 
The Hilarious Hit Musical 
••Riotously funny. A 
laugh-filled treat!" 
- Daily Southtown 
- Chicago Reader 
" Clever. Zany. 
The cast could 
not be better!" 
- Chicago Sun-7imes 
· North Shore Center for the Performing 
CE T Arts in Skokie • 9501 Skokie Blvd 
Across from Old Orchard • Free Parking 
The D1nce S1rlu 11 m1d1 p0111bl1'" p1rt by the Ellzebeth F Cheney FoundetiOn 
This progrem is pertielty supported by 1 grent from the l111no•• Arts Council, 1 ltltt agency, 
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Weekly Horoscope (Aprll14-20) 
Aries encounters new confidence, romantic invitations 
By Lasha Seniuk 
Tribune News Service 
rf Aries (March 21-Apr1120) 
· _Before ~idwecl<, business or fi nancial nego.tiafions 
Will work m Y.Ol!f, favor, Watch ,for key officials to defer 
to your needs or: short-terrn goals. Openly discuss alf 
plans .. O~er the n~xt four days, others wil}-.be he!pful in·· 
~st~bh~hmg a t.~v1~ed game plan .. L,ate Fnday, rOml).ntic 
mv1tat10ns and soc1al events are d1fficult to resist. Before 
next week, emotional attraction, revised group plans and 
S!_lcial optimism will trigger new confidence and power-
fu l friendships. 
~ Taurus (Aprii21-May 20) 
Over the next five days, friends and relatives may take 
the initiative to pjan your schedule. Expect loved ones to 
be unusually eX'Cited with new ideas or social ·celebra-
tions. Optimism arises from genuine interest and affec-
tion, so not··io-worry. Do, however, avoid .si lence con-
cerning controversi al social instructions or conflicting 
promises. Early Saturday, a loved one may pledge-his or 
her-affection~.in an .oddly sentimental way. Written notes. 
messages or smaiT gifts are accented. • · 
IT Gemini (May 21-June 211 
- Social chari~ma and physical attraction are strong 
themes. Early Tuesday, watcti for f•iends."nd colleag~es 
to di'scuss their recent marital or 'romaJ1tic '.expecla}ions. 
Befo~e next week, friends and 'co-workers will look to 
you 1or SURPOrt and social involvement. Jain in and iet 
others witn«.SS your o'ptimism. Late Saturday, romantic 
di scgssions may be surprisingly candid . • PJISsionate 
moments a'\d renewed. intimacy are-unavoidable. 
!2::9 Cancer (Jun~~2-July 22) 
QJ;pup discussion .will bring creative business solu-
ffon~ Before Wednesday, expect colleagues an~ recently 
silent co-workers to share their ldeas. New .attitudes and 
worjij)lace op..tililism will coo!inue to deveiop in the com-
ffig y eeks.''Wi!tch for a returning wave of trust, team 
s.Jll>n and c.Om'panionship. After Saturday, a friend n:ay 
req~~Jre dehcate adv1ce or emotional support . Qu1ck 
ro.R'antic c~anges may be key. Don't get overly involved. 
'62 . Leo (July ~3-Aug. 22) , 
~ Frienas iu1d1overswill reac,t strongly tO hire changes or 
'~~social plans: Late Tuej>day, expect a flurry ofn~w 
mvJtallons or confl1ctmg soc1al proposals. Do your best 
"'l<eep friends and loved ones happy. A delicate balance 
anl!')ccurate social timing are, vital. Late Wednesday, pay 
t lose attention to old business documents, money duties 
or outdated records. Over the next seven days, financial 
resources and workplace promises may require special 
attention. · 
T1.P VIrgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Loved ones may ask for special attention or obvious 
·public commitments. Late Wednesday, expect -c lose 
friends or relatives to be doubtful of group activities and 
emotionally challenged by new;acquaJ!itances. Displays 
of supp(/rt are ill)portant to love_d on:s. Off~r a s1eady 
expression of interest .and loyalty. Afte.r Satutday, . .[i9st-
poned debts and forgoiten <paperwlfrk may, ; dTain 
resources. Expect old financial promises to require 
detailed definitions. 
:Q: Ubra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23) 
Long-term or previously stalled relationships will be 
established as solid and forward moving. Late 
Wednesday, expect unusual calls or messages from loved 
ones and distant friends. Romantic emotions and social 
expectations will become predictable. Let the disappoint-
,ments of the past fade. Early Saturday, av.oid overspend-
ing· or impulse buying. Next month is. a better. time for 
large purchases, incurred debt or new <investments. 
TTL Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) 
Fellow workers or business partners may wish to chal-
lenge the methods or practices of au_thority figures. Even 
though ideas and proposals are _iienuine, n~w criticism 
may mere ly ~ vented emotion. 'Don't anticipate swift 
action or meaningful progress in the coming weeks. 
Early Thursday, new romantic flirta~lons or social invita-
tions prove·· rewarding. Avoid subtle triangles. Loved 
ones and long-term partners will not appreciate divided 
attentions. 
l' Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Early this week, a friend may offer unexpected invita-
tions or social activities. Foreign cultures,. travel, pub-
lishing or written exchanges may be on the agenda. For 
some Sagittarians, newfound intejest in lFarning may 
trigger a strong desire for educaJi.!lll~ Extended study may 
be a reoccurring theme in the coming weeks. Friday 
through Sunday, loved ones - ~~~ support! your recent 
business or financial decisions.··Tfioroughl~ discuss all 
binding contracts or legal promises. • i 
'\'}> Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 29) , 
Quick, lightheaJ1ed- flirtatioo_,s -on the · agenda thi~ 
week. Now is the r!ght' time~lore cheetful emo'ti\)~ . 
with new friends .or potential ~ lov~rs. lni the coining 
weeks, however, expect long:tepn· partners or .close 
friends to become mildly possessl-le of your time and 
social attentions. "ittle of this will be problematic, but it 
HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER INSTITUTE 
JULY 7 AUGUST 8 2003 
will qe felt. Watch for minor jealousies and late cancella-
tions, After Saturday, rest and regain perspective. 
Physical or emotional energy may be low. 
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) 
LQve affairs and long-term friendships demand diplo-
macy. New priorities versus established commitments 
might be the .prime focus of discussion. Use your best 
j uC!gment. ff the 'emotional doubts of loved ones are 
unwarranted\or:misinfp~med, ask for extra time before 
making fu.rther e.romiSies. Some Aquarians, especially 
those born 15etween 1968 and 1974, may make important 
romantic or home decisions in the coming weeks. Go 
slow and explore all· options. 
~ Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20) 
Business reputation and public image are important 
factors this week. Expect colleagues to .be focused on 
procedures, standards or group impressions. Keep your 
thoughts priv'ate over the next two days. Workplace poli-
tics and social al\itudes may be unpredictable and easily 
<:Jerai led. After Wednesday, romance is a top priority. 
Many Pisceans will encounter unexpected romantic over-
tures. Respond with honesty and 'prompt plans. 
* If your birthday Is thls week ... 
Watch ' for loved ones to provide un ique insights into 
!heir shof(-terrn romantic or social goals. Over the :next' 
18 weeks, lovers and close friends wi ll ask for special 
consideration. Romantic introductions, fami ly celebra-
tions or unusual group events may play ·major roles. Take 
t ime to discuss a ll plans -in complete detail. At present,' 
delayed or canceled invitations will prompt sdcial dis-
trust. After June II, workplace negotiations 'adopt_ a11; 
aggressive or expressive quality. Expect key officials to. 
announce new limits or restrictions. Rerriain si lent 'until 
late July and then issue new. ultimatums. By mid-
October, revised job titles, financial advancement or 
complex career promotions are accented. -
.. - . ~ead anything lately? 
(bes~de s this ad) 
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Children's Memorial Hospital 
Blood• 
•Drive 
Tuesday, May 13 
1 :00-7:00 pm 
Community Lounge at 
the Residence Center 
731 S. Plymouth Ct. 
Chicago, IL 60605 
.For An Appointment Call: Student Health Center 312.344.6830 
731 S. Plymouth Ct., lower level 
Sponsored by: Children's Memorial Hosptlal, Student Health Center, OffiCe of Student Leadershtp, and SGA 
Apnl 1 e, 2001 
11:10 AM· 2:00PM 
HoldnAnnex 
}.;Meet Representatives from various non-proftt organizations. 
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)rio Volunteer for community activities. 
)-"-fr..,.ments wtn be served. 
Sponsored by Student !!mptoyment, A dlvl•lon of Studtnt Alltll'l 
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War Art 
ConUnued from Page 19 
"Protect'' spelled out on the 
gallery wall in duct tape. 
"The Homeland Insecurity 
Variety Show," one of the 
many events included as part 
of Version 3, a multimedia 
festival held at several venues 
throughout Chicago at the 
end of Marc~. aimed at 
exploring "current perfor-
mance platforms and the 
theme of reclaiming intellec-
tual property rights and 
appropriation." 
The variety show included 
performances by the 
Evolution Control 
proper steps to take during a 
biological attack or nuclear 
winter. 
Likewise, the new 
government website, www. 
ready.gov, utilizes iconogra-
phy inspired by airline safety · 
procedure cards. The website, 
launched in February, coinci-
dentally corresponds with the 
publ ishing of the book, 
Design for Impact: 50 Years 
of Airline Safety Cards. 
Committee, which was basi-
cally a gray-haired man 
dressed in a white lab coat 
mixing breakbeats w ith sam-
ples of the rock band AC/DC 
aild the voice of CBS news 
anchor Dan Rather saying 
words like murder and dis-
ease. 
The mission of the web-
site--part of the Tom Ridge-
headed U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security-is to 
prepare for disasters; "For 
Americans, preparedness 
must now account for man-
made disasters as well as nat-
ural ones," the website states. 
"Knowing what to do during 
an emergency is an important 
part of being prepared and 
may make all the d ifference 
when seconds count." 
Michael Hirtzer/Chronicle 
'Homeland Insecurity Variety Show' participants s how what 
not to do with duct tape. 
The show also included a 
session on how to avoid ter-
ror. Utilizing retro iconogra-
phy, the sess ion informed 
audience members about the 
And while the website, 
created by a divis ion of the 
New York pub lic relations 
firm Ruder Finn Inc., more 
often than not states the 
glaring ly obvious (one 
informs people not to walk 
into burning bui ld ings), the 
low-tech graphics are visu-
ally appealing. 
Perhaps war-inspired 
art-for all its worth-is 
best sum med-up by an 
exhib it at the Museum 
of Contemporary Art. 
Running through May 18, 
the exhibit is named after 
the soul s inger Edwin 
Starr's song "War." The 
song's refrain repeats: " War, 
what is it good for? 
Absolute ly nothing." 
Malovat 
Continued from Page 19 
the best works in the exhibit, whiCh 
runs through May I 0. "Leda and. the 
Swan" is simple, but very powerful. 
Through the use of cream and red-
orange tones, the picture expresses 
!oneliness and sorrow so effectively 
that it becomes almost depressing with 
the naked woman writhing in pain 
reaching for her lover (the man/swan). 
The sheer beauty of the woman's 
curves and subtle reflection of the man 
in the water are breathtaking. 
The color in the o il painting, 
'~Apollo and Artemis," is so bold, 
vivid and glossy that the characters 
seem to come alive. The peach tones, 
vibrant robin-egg blue and lavender 
shades embell ish the canvas. The 
tick, 
tick .. ~ 
stroke of the brush had to be so 
precise to make the facia l features 
realistic. Minute detail makes the intri-
cate work look effortless. The man's 
vest in the painting, with the use of 
gold and yellow hues, looks like real 
silk. 
The change in style that this exhibi-
tion offers is refreshing. It's more than 
just the single-telephone-stuck-in-the-
middle-of-a-factory art that seems to 
inhabit most of Chicago's museums 
and galleries. The simple surround-
ings, the plain eggshell-colored walls 
and strategically placed sculptures and 
artwork, fit right in with the quaint and 
artsy street in Wicker Park that houses 
the gallery. 
J:f1112itQ 
by Jonathan Larson 
the author of RENT 
First ladies 
Continued from Page 19 
Bans ley made the transition from a fine 
art student to an interdisciplinary art stu-
dent in 1997 when she received her Master 
of Fine Arts in book and paper making from 
Columbia. 
"I would I ike to see the work pushed 
even further," Mendez said. "I think that 
what she is doing definitely has a setting for 
it." Bansley has set her s ights on 
Washington, D.C. , where she hopes to dis-
play her exhibit at The National Women's 
History Museum. 
"The Wit of Americas First Ladies " runs 
through May 2. 
The Glass Curtain Gallery is open 
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
and free to the public. For more informa-
tion, call the gallery at (312) 344-6650. 
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Book Review 
'Fashionistas' full of 
passion, fashion 
By K. Ryann Zalewski 
A&E Editor 
Ever since the success of the Bridget Jones books, a 
new genre has been built around the young, single, career 
gal. You can now add Fashionistas by Lynn Messina, a 
magazine industry insider herself, to that growing list. 
Associate Editor Vig Morgan has been working at 
Fashionista, a People-meets-Cosmopolitan-type maga-
zine, for five years. Morgan thought the job would be 
glamorous, but now she dreams of breaking out of the 
recycled-story rut and writing hard-hitting articles. When 
three co-workers approach her with a plan to overthrow 
the bitchy editor-in-chief, Jane McNeill, Morgan quickly 
jumps on board. 
But like most of the single-girl books, things never 
seem to go the way our heroine planned. And that's one 
of the greatest downfalls of Fashionistas- it's simi lar to 
other books of that genre, including the "is he .or isn't he 
her boyfriend?" plot. If you've read any of the 
Shopaholic books, the character ofVig Morgan is similar 
to Becky Bloomwood from those books, except Morgan 
works in the field Bloomwood dreams of. 
The funniest and most-entertaining aspect of 
Fashionistas comes from Morgan's winy, metaphorical 
descriptions of the other characters. 
Morgan on Allison, her cubicle neighbor: "Her tales are 
so disjointed that sometimes she seems less a person than 
a device, like the Illustrated Man in the Ray Bradbury 
book whose only function is to provide a narrative arc." 
Morgan on Editor-in-Chief Jane McNeill: "Her temper 
is short, and her patience is like a shot of smooth 
whiskey-gone in one gulp ... She is an anxiety-dream 
factory and you're the well-oiled cog that keeps it run-
ning smoothly." 
Morgan on Fashionista: "It's aggressively hip and 
overwhelming ly current and every glossy page drips 
with beauty, but the nuggets of wisdom it dispenses are 
gold for fools. Despite what they say, you can't steal 
Gwyneth's arched brow or Nicole's flowing tresses." 
Fashionistas is full of pop culture and first-name 
celebrity references, and inside jokes about the magazine 
publishing world that only a journalist (or journalism stu-
dent) could truly appreci-
ate. These humorous true 
to life quirks are the saving 
grace of the book. 
Because the plot is only 
s lightly original, 
Fashionistas is a quick, 
yet at times still enjoyable, 
read- the kind of book to 
bring on a beach vacation. 
Fashlonlstas 
_By LYQn Messina 
Red Dress Ink , 
ISBN 0-373-25025-8 
$12.95 
ExcLu s1vE ENGAGEMENT I mucK 1\0X T 11 r nrl\ r 1111 N·;<;~~r:A ..... N C W B H C WI N G ! 111\Jl iS ittiHtH: www.muod>oxtheatre.com 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Brit 's apartment 
5 Meat in a can 
9 "Jerry Maguire· 
director 
14 Provoke 
1 5 Accomplice 
16 Indy entry 
17 European river 
18 Slothful person 
20 Alaskan tongue 
22 Loses moisture 
23 Citric cooler 
24 Observing 
carefully 
27 Actress West 
28 Moves slowly 
31 Uneven cut 
35 Nevertheless 
37 Show up 
38 Favorable 
responses 
40 _ of Cortez 
42 Olympian's 
award 
43 Wise man 
45 Even one 
47 Find a buyer 
48 Mournful poems 
50 Anderson of 
Jethro lull 
52 Certain derby 
participants 
58 Cereal grain 
60 R•ver of 
forgetfulness 
61 Pick up the check 
62 Stabbed with a 
small dagger 
65 Opera song 
66 Adores 
67 Small whirlpool 
68 Like claret or 
Chablis 
69 Signs 
70 Facility 
71 Fewer 
9 Part of a 
telephone pole 
10 Unrefinec 
1 1 City near San 
Diego 
12 Tuesday in 
movies 
13 _ Stanley 
Gardner 
19 Actress Winger 
21 Comic Conway 
25 No vote 
26 Cruel brutes 
29 Nearly round 
30 Foster film 
31 "Auld Lang_. 
32 Part of a shoe 
DOWN 33 lnclinec to be 
1 Mutabon bold 
2 French city 34 Square one 
3 Dramatist 36 Drink for two? 
Edward 39 Lacking dirt 
4 Prepare to drive 41 Licorice 
~ Reci~~~ 44 ~ 
binding promises tenant lor a flat 
7 Walchhl 46 Tibetan beast 
8 lmt.merable 49 SmaU sola 
Solutions 
s s 3 1 3 s v 3 S N 3 Vi 0 
A N I M A a a 3 s 3 1\ 0 1 
V I IJ v a 3 0 l l 3 1 I l S 
l v 3 IJ l 3 H l 3 1 l v 0 
s IJ 3 l v )I s tj 3 1 1 0 IJ 
N V I s 3 I 9 3 1 3 
1 1 3 s A N V IJ 0 l s 3 N 
1 v a 3 Vi v 3 s s 3 S 3 A 
3 1\ I IJ IJ v l 3 A tl v H S 
N 0 s 9 v IJ a • 3 v Vi 
N 0 s 8 v l 9 N I d 3 3 )I 
3 a v s 3 1 ~o~ a 1 n 3 1 v 
1 1 3M 00 IJ 3 
IJ 3 :l v IJ A 1 
3M OIJ:l Vi v 
51 Writer Hentoff 
53 Valerie Harper 
sitcom 
54 Ash by dragging 
a net 
55 Unearthly 
56 Claude of 
3 N 3 9 1 3 
1 v 3 1 I IJ 
d s l v 1 ~ 
Hollywood 
57 Sojourns 
56 Cspi1al of 
NOIWBY 
59 Molecule part 
63 Writer Deighton 
64 Use indigo 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local 
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 45th and Union Newly remodeled 6 
room-2 bedroom, includes new appliances. Good area! Fenced \ 
yard and close to schools and church. $575 we run credit check-no 
section 8. 773-255-3458 
Faith Productions seeks male dancers for gospel musical play. 
Pay included. Call Faith Diggs 312-666-0892 
Valet Parking Attendant· Great Pay and Flexible Hours.. Work in 
fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants,and hotels. Full and Part 
time hours. 847-670-0871 
Experienced professional secretary available for typing, proof 
reading, re-works, etc. Call 708-647-8673; 773-610-4215 (cell) or 
email: janisbiz@yahoo.com. 
Visit: www.finestwheat.com/janisbiz.html. Good rates/fast turn 
around. (References available) 
South Loop spacious one bedroom loft. Hardwood floors, WID in 
unit, indoor parking, fi replace, granite counters, balcony, Jacuzzi 
tub. $209,500. SRC:Ross, 773-575-5098 
Lifeguards wanted for 2003 Summer In North Myrtle Beach No 
experience necessary Apply www.nsbslifeguard~. com 
JOIN THE WAR ON CRIME! LADIES; DONT GET.CAUGHT 
OUT IN THE DARK ALONE! PROTECT YOURSELF! 
WWW.SIGNALZERODEFENSE.COM SIGNAL ZERO DEFENSE 
SPRINGHILL, FL. 34606 352-279-0349 
Are you building your dream or someone e.lse's? Own your .. 
own business. No inventory, no telemarketing. Mentoring/training 
provided. We're looking for key business minded indMduals 
to partner with. Are you willing to work harder for yourself lhen 
for someone else. Change your family tree. 404-218-7714. 
DePaul Area • 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath AJC no pets. Immediate or May 
1 occupancy. Laundry Room on site $1545 Linda 630-574-8124 
ARTIST NEEDED. $300 for six pages of pencilep and inked ' 
comic book pages for series proposal. Send queries, samples to 
ointmentcomics@yahoo.com. - · 
APARTMENT FOR RENT, 43 & Union $750 per month 
New rehab, new appliances, 3 bedroom, 6 room apa.:t. -
Basement, fenced yard garage space avail Juner 1 
Call 773-255-2348 
April 2003 
Third Generation - Same Family Ownership 
312-427-5580 - 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898 
www.central-camera.com - email : sales@central -camera.com 
·We're Close, We're Convenient, We're here to Help Youl We Open @ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week 
Central Camera 
Has Digital! 
For 104 Years, Central Camera Has Been The One Stop 
Source For All Your "Traditional" Photographic Needs ... 
• • • Now We Are Your One Stop Source For All Your Digital Photographic Needs 
We Stock: 
• Digital Cameras 
• Storage Media 
- CompactFiash 
- MemoryStick 
- MultiMedia 
- SmartMedia 
- SecureDigital 
-XD 
• Card Readers 
• For The Digital Darkroom 
- Pinters 
• Epson Inkjet 
• Kodak & Olympus Dye Sublimation 
- Inks for Epson Pinters 
- Inkjet Paper 
• Bergger • Epson 
• IIford • Konica 
• Legion • Lumijet 
• Tetenal 
A 7~ u,. ~ S~ L~ 4iK«. Iliff 
~ tl4 {M a tfoe4t 7UN.e A~! 
638 5. Clark • 312/427-2320 • Fax 312/427-2616 
Delivery & Carry-Out • Open 11 'til 11 All Week 
Open late hours 
7 days a week 
Sunday-Friday till 4 AM 
Saturdays till 5 AM 
Alsp serving a full menu. of fabulous Italian specialties/ 
·-1.'$ I . . . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
World Famous Buffalo Wings 
Featuring 12 Beers on Tap 
312-427-2787 
Home of the 
Famous Hackneyburge r since 1939. 
Open 7 days a week for lunch & d~n!lcr: breakfast on weekends. 
Now hiring 
Hosts & Hostesses 
733 S. Dearborn (at Polk). (31 2) 461- 1116 
' -
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Let you~ 
Applications can be picked up in the Student Leadership (11 04 
S. Wabash) or the student organizational "hub" (Lower Level), 
Student Activities and Leadership Office (623 S. Wabash, 3rd Floor), 
or from your departmental senator. All applications must be turned in 
no later than April 10 @ 5:00 pm. If you fail to file your application o.-. 
time you may still run as a write-in candidate. 
~\ 
I 
\ \t 
\ 
t 
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London ..... . $295 
Paris .......... $325 .: 
. .,. Example sentence: and NOT 
just online Amsterdam ... $315 Sydney ..... $1449 
UPS is th~ quintessential example of a great place to work. Not only do they provide the excellent pay 
that Charlie needs, but they also offer him benefits that lew other employers can match, including up to 
$ 23,000' in College Financial Assistance. Talk about a definitive advantage. 
Madrid ......... $388 
Rio de Janeiro .. $588 
Fare Ia roundtrip from Chicago. Subject to change and availability. Tax not 
included. Restrictions and blackouts apply. 
429 South Dearborn St. 
PART·TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS 
Earn $8.50 per hour, with Increases o f 
50¢ alter 90 days and 50¢ alter one year 
Weekends & Holidays Off • Weekly Paychecks 
Consistent Work Schedule • Paid Vacations 
Excellent Benefits (Medicai/L~e & 401 K) 
PALATINE ADDISON (312) 786.9050 
(312) 951.0585 
NORTHBROOK 
2525 Shermer Road 
(Shermer & Willow Rds.) 
Ph: 847-480·6788 
2100 N. Hicks Road 
(Hicks & Rand Rds.) 
Ph: 847·705·6025 
1 00 S. Lombard Road 
(Army Trail & Lombard Rds.) 
Ph: 630·628·3737 
EGG DONORS 
NEEDED 
Give the g ift of life to a n infe rtile cou p le 
LUeRATIVE COMPENSATION for qualified individuals ! 
o Specia l need for Caucasian donors 
o College educated preferred 
o B etween the ages of 20-30 
o Comple te ly anony m ous 
847.656.8733 
t ·. For More lnfo rm o tton 
· y emo d tnfo(£<)egg41 1 com 
,..j?_ The Center for Egg Opt10ns lll mots., LL C 
, 1 , , www egg41 1 com 
To inquire about part-time Package Handler opportunities. 
please call our facilities direct or call our 24 hour iC?bline at: 
\ ·<» 1·888·4UPS·JOB • Access Code: 4417' ~ , . , ~- " v (Este aervteio tefef6ntCO eshfl diepomble en espafl~l) 
~ > '" ' • www.upsjobs.com/chicago . 
Learn· ~ . 
--- Publte transportatiOn 11 ava1labte - ·~m and learn® Program guidelines apply 
' == Equaf~ ~portun'lty ~yer 
U n de rg ro 'A!J.£L£~f~"~ 
Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3 
this week's specials: 
Chop Salad romaine, chicken, bacon, pepper, cucumber wf gorgonzola cheese & 
mango dressing $3.75 
Mesquite Chicken Pizza fo ur cheese, sun dried tomatoes, pine nuts $4.00 
Grilled Chicken On Onion Roll roasted green chili, tomato, cilantro pesto 
served wf pepper slaw & potato chips $4.00 
Monday -Turkey Noodle, Tuesday - Cheddar Vegetable, 
Wednesday - Cream of Artichoke, Thursday - Tomat o Florentine 
I* I 
~· 
30 
MTV recruits for 'True Life' 
MTV's "True Life" reality show is recruiting 18-to 
25-year-olds for its European backpacking documen-
tary series. Those planning to travel to Europe between 
May and July this summer are eligible to apply. A photo 
of the applicant and answers to four short essay ques-
tions provided by MTV are required for application and 
are due by April 18. For more information, e-mail mtv-
casting@statravel.com. 
Another way to find a job 
The Chicago Minority Business Development 
Council is presenting the 36th Annual Chicago 
Business Opportunity Fair in Festival "A" at Navy Pier 
on April 15, 16 and 17. This year's fair is entitled: 
"Keeping the Focus on Faith." For registration infor-
mation call (312) 263-0105 or visit www.cmbdc.org. 
CTA to build new 'el' stop 
On April 2, the Chicago Transit Authority received 
finalization for an agreement that will give the CTA $1 
million to design and build a new 'el' stop at 
Washington Street and Wabash Avenue. The new Loop 
stop will replace the ex isting stations at Randolph and 
Madison Streets that were built in 1897, according to 
the CTA's website. No projected dates have been set, as 
the project is still in preliminary stages. 
New Kinko's now open 
Kinko's, located on the comer of South Wabash and 
Balbo avenues at 700 S. Wabash Ave., is now open. 
The store's hours are Monday through Sunday, 7 a.m.-
lOp.m. 
Plans for 'el' link in works 
The Chicago Transit Authority, in collaboration with 
Mayor Daley and the City of Chicago, plans to connect 
parts of the Green and Blue line ' el' tracks. According 
to the CTA's website, the link will be made using a 
"connector track" that was built over a decade ago to 
connect the Green Line at Lake Street and the Blue 
Line at Congress Parkway. The project, entitled the 
Paulina Connector Project, is scheduled for completion 
by Jartuary 2005 and is expected to cost $33.8 million. 
Mayor Daley recently approved and initiated the 
project, which will allow construction to begin this 
spring. For more information, visit the CTA's website, 
www.chicagotransitauthority.com. 
Gallery 37 hiring artists 
Gallery 37, Chicago's youth urban arts program, is 
now accepting applications for young adults, ages 14-
2 1, to work with the gallery this summer. Last year, 
more than 4,200 kids were paid to create art and par-
ticipate in educational sessions. To apply or obtain 
more information about the program, call (312) 744-
8925 or visit www.gallery37.org. 
Demon Dogs closing 
On April 5, the Chicago Transit Authority gave 
Demon Dogs, the hot dog stand and restaurant under 
the Fullerton Red and Brown line ' el' stop, 120 days to 
close its doors to the public and vacate the space. The 
elimination of the establ ishment wi ll allow the CTA to 
expand the Brown Line section of the station. Demon 
Dogs, located at 944 W. Fullerton Ave., has been in 
existence since 1983. 
South Loop photo contest 
Submissions for the fifth annual Landmark 
Photography cxhi hit and contest arc due May 9. The 
event, presented by the I listur ic Printers' Row 
Neighbors, wi ll feature photos taken within i' rinlers' 
Row and itll ~urrounding South Loop neighborhood. 
Entries wi ll be judged and award~ given in three calc· 
gorief , including ~tandard , Htudent and ~enior. To 
obtain entry rule~. call ()I 2) 40\1- I 700. 
It you have an 
upcoming event or 
announcement, call the 
City Beat news desk at (312) 344·7254. 
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Harry Potter books for sale: bargain 
price of $50,000 for 4-volume set 
0 Rare books store gets into the 
pricier side of literature 
By Kristen Glanfortune 
Staff Writer 
Ernest Hemingway once said that with good books, 
"it all belongs to you; the 
good and the bad, the ecsta-
sy, the remorse and sorrow, 
the people and places and 
how the weather was." For 
one Printers' Row business 
owner, good books come in 
the rare and antiquarian 
form. 
"There's a saying that if 
you want to become a mil-
lionaire as a rare book dealer [you need to] start out 
with two million dollars," said Doug Phillips, collec-
tor-turned owner of Printers' Row Fine and Rare 
Books, 715 S. Dearborn St., which officially opened 
in October 2000. 
His collections of 5,000 volumes ranging in price 
from about $100 to $65,000, is housed in a 2,000-
square-foot storefront that was once a dentist's office 
in the historic Donahue Building. 
Using mostly salvage and antique pieces, the interi-
or has a tum-of-the-century sitting room design, com-
plete with lounging chairs, a dining. room table with 
lamps, a pale green fireplace once used by a local 
funeral home, antique glass-encased shelves, which 
were once used in a bar, and stained-glass windows 
from a 19th century school in England. 
The design was the brainchild of renowned Chicago 
architect and preservationist Wilbert Hasbrouck, who 
owns Prairie Avenue Bookshop at 418 S. Wabash Ave. 
Working with a very modest budget, Phillips and 
Hasbrouck wanted a design that would suit its antique 
items. 
One item in particular, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, 
by L. Frank Baum was originally published in 1900 in 
the same building where the shop is located. Phillips 
said he had three copies, and it is a popular item 
among Chicago collectors. 
John Fort, the shop's only employee, has been in the 
antique book business for about 15 years, and once 
owned a few shops in the western suburbs. "Books 
are a soothing atmosphere [to work in]," Fort said. 
According to Fort, there aren't many customers that 
come in, and the few that do rarely buy anything. 
About 70 percent of the store 's business comes from 
out-of-town, Internet and international collectors, 
according to Phillips. 
This particular day, a customer came in looking for 
a book. The man showed Fort a small, crumpled piece 
of paper and said that the people at Borders told him 
the book was out of print. Grinning, Fort told the man 
to check the small bookstore across the street, and 
also the Internet, explaining that the store was just for 
very rare books. 
"So, if they come in here they're usually looking for 
a valuable, collectible book, more so than a paperback 
copy like the ones you can get across the street," Fort 
said. 
One of the shop's most valuable book sets is the 
original copy of JK Rowling's 
Harry Potter series. Phillips 
said only about 350 volumes 
were made, and all four were 
signed by Rowling. The set 
should sell for about $50,000, 
he said. 
One book, Shakespeare's 
Second Folio, is from 1632 
and is valued at about 
$65,000. 
Phillips said book collec-
tors not only look at the book itself, but also at the his-
tory of the book, and who its previous owners were. 
"A lot of these books from the 1600s have had 
dozens of owners over the years. So we always say we 
don' t really own the books," Phillips said. " We just 
sort of keep them for a while ... because these books 
are sort of timeless." 
Brian Morowczynski/Chronicle 
Printers' Row Fine and Rare Books houses 5,000 anti· 
quated books that range In price from $100 to $65,000. 
OFF the BLOTTER 
• Burnham Plaza Mart, 828 S. Wabash Ave., was 
burglarized on April 2, according to police reports 
obtained from the Chicago Police Department First 
District review department. An unknown suspect 
entered the premises by force at 3 a.m. 
• A 1988 L.eSabre was stolen in front of 11 43 S. 
Plymouth Court on April I at 9:30p.m. 
• A 30-ycar-old black male allegedly committed 
aggravated battery• us ing a knife or cutting instru· 
ment at Best Western Grant Park llotel, 1107 S. State 
St., on April 5 at 3:19a.m. The suspect was appar-
ently staying in the hotel where the incident took 
place. 
• Simple buttery occurred at 714 S. State St. on 
April 3 at 12: 19 p.m. The suspect is a white mule, 
approximate ly 3S years old. 
• A 40-year·old block mnlc of the 600 block of 
South State Street was accused of crhninal trespass at 
the llaro ld Woshington Library, 400 S. State St., on 
Aprll 3. 
• More thnn $300 was stolen from 830 S. Stt1tc 
Street on April 6. A similar incident occurred at 600 
S. Dearborn St. on April 6. A black male, approxi-
mately 35 years old, is suspected of stealing less than 
$300 from a small retail store at the Dearborn Street 
location. 
• A theft occurred at Robert Morris College, 40 I 
S. State St., on April 1 at 2 p.m. The suspect is still 
unknown. 
• An armed robbery took place at n small retail 
store in the 900 block of South Plymouth Court on 
March 30 at 5:04a.m. A knife, or other fonn of cut-
ting instrument, was used, according to the Chicago 
Police Department's community policing department. 
• A business in the 800 block of.South Wabash 
Avenue was burglarized on March 31 at 6:30 p.m. 
• "Battery is cnusinl! bodily hnnn to n person by 
any meuns, or mnkinl! physicul contuct with 11 person 
of nn insulting or prov<lcntive nature," according to 
the Chicago Pollee Dcpnrtmcnt tcmlinology glossary. 
Compiled by Lls111Ja/d1! tltrou111t dattl provided b)' 
tila hlcago f>ol/ca Dcpartmellt. 
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SRO: 'fast, casual food experience' 
0 Famous for turkey burgers, 
sports memorabilia 
By Matlja Dujmovlc 
Staff Writer 
Camoufl~ged under a b lock of scaffolding 
and sandwoched between a Thai and Italian 
restaurant, Standing Room Only, at 610 S. 
Dearborn St., is a haven for sports fans looking 
to catch the game along with some lunch. 
Nestled in Ch icago's Printers' Row 
Neighborhood, SRO is an homage to two broth-
ers' collection of Chicago sports memorabilia. 
Framed and autographed team jerseys are on 
the wall, along with a locker room fu ll of 
signed relics of games past: baseballs, bats, 
basket~alls, footba lls, hockey pucks, discarded 
game lockets and press passes. A mock port ion 
of an ice rink makes for a divider while an 
Ernie Banks autographed jersey graces another 
wall. The menu is plastered on a rendering of 
Comiskey Park 's signature scoreboard--<:om-
plete with fireworks. 
Of course, while the sheer amount of sports 
memorabilia crammed into the small space cre-
ates a locker room ambiance, SRO's diverse 
menu is the main attraction. 
"We serve healthy food, greasy stuff and veg-
etarian food," said Dino Bezanes, who owns 
the ~e.staurant with h is brother, Tommy. There's 
tradotoona l bar fare- hot dogs, BBQ ribs, burg-
ers, fries , chicken sandwiches- but also a 
IJ_ealth conscience menu, featuring grilled tuna 
ste~ks, salads, hummus platters, fa lafel, vege-
taroan kabobs and veggie burgers. 
In fact, SRO's turkey burger was named 
"Best in Chicago" by WBBM-TV. According to 
Angela R. Simpson/Chronicle 
School 
Continued from Back Page 
"We have been working at a breathless pace," 
Vena said. 
"We wanted to get the progrann up and running 
quickly," Klaus said. " If you don't deliver the 
goods in a timely manner you lose your credibili-
ty." 
In lieu of after-school program funding cuts at 
the local, state and federal levels, private philan-
thropic money is keeping youth programs alive. 
Organizers project that hundreds of kids will be 
engaged at each school through the Community 
Schools Initiative during the upcoming year. 
Piecing together additional funds to keep the 
project going wi ll be a challenge, said Vena. 
OCAP- to ensure the project continues and ulti-
mately grows-is soliciting federal, state and pri-
vate dollars, she said. 
Bank One has made a five-year commitment to 
the project, Klaus said. 
Tough economic times have hit Columbia as 
well, but Vena said the burgeoning program 
would not impose on the college financially. 
Other than the overhead space that the college 
Bezanes, his famous burger consists of "a mix 
of just the right amount of...dark and white 
meat." Then there's the blend of nine different 
seasonings-none of which the brothers will 
reveal. 
As with the turkey burger, the brothers said 
they designed everything on the menu-and 
everything is homemade and prepared on site. 
"We pride ourselves on fresh products, good 
service," Bezanes said. "We know how hard it 
is to get good fast service." 
Such attributes may be paying off. Since 
opening in 1993, Bezanes said SRO's regulars 
include former Chicago Bear Otis Wi lson and 
Mayor Daley. A signed photo of fornner Gov. 
George Ryan commends the brothers on their 
now famous turkey burger. But most of SRO's 
customers come from the area, including 
Columbia. 
In fact, Tommy lives in the South Loop, and, 
when the brothers were looking to build a 
restaurant, Printers' Row seemed to fit the bi ll. 
" I knew (the area] nr.eded a place for a fast, 
casual food experience," he said, describing the 
block as a "growing area." Before SRO, the 
brothers both owned a sports bar in the north-
west suburbs, whi le Tommy was a school-
teacher in Buffalo Grove. Now Tommy runs 
SRO and is active in community affairs as a 
member of the New South Association. 
Now in its lOth year, the breadth of SRO's 
collectables comes from Bezanes brothers' per-
sonal relics. Although much of the collection 
was given to the brothers by athletes, the rest of 
the compilation was ei ther bought or traded. 
"We bought a lot of [the souvenirs) from the 
old Chicago stadiums: a Bulls' bench, Bears' 
chairs, a piece of wood from the bleachers in 
the Bears stadium from about 1908 before they 
put in aluminum sets," Bezanes said. His 
favor ite pieces, he said, are a matted and 
framed 1960 Blackhawks program and original 
number nine jersey-both autographed and 
given to him by former Blackhawk Bobby Hull. 
Tommy's favorite artifact is also 
Blackhawks-related: pieces of the team's bench 
from the now demolished Chicago Stadium. 
And the name? 
While they own another restaurant-the 
Northstar Eatery, 1765 N. Stockton Drive-
SRO's name is a double entendre: not only did 
the brothers spend many games in the standing 
room only section at Bulls games; Tommy said 
the name seemed to fit the look and atmosphere 
for a sports gri ll, and it stuck. 
"When we first got this place," Tommy said, 
" It was so small we called it 'Standing Room 
Only."' 
Standing Room Only is located at 610 S. 
Dearborn St. Business hours are Monday 
through Friday, II a.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday, 
11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. For pre-order. ca/1 (312) 
360-1776. Catering is also available. 
Columbia students with a valid ID receive a 10-
percent discount. 
- Chris Coates contributed to this report. 
provides to OCAP, no other college money is 
being contributed to the project, she said. 
On the public school level, teachers are left to 
make up for lacking funds by being encouraged to 
lead after-school activities. 
However, considering demanding teaching cur-
riculums and overcrowded classrooms, most 
teachers are left with limited time and energy to 
contribute. 
Zami is one of only a dozen or so teachers who 
coach an after-school activity at Sabin. She said 
she sees a new enthus iasm among teachers who 
are interested in the new after-school initiative. 
"There seem to be more teachers who want to 
get involved with this program," she said. 
Klaus said the new enthusiasm is exciting and 
that she thinks the program is dynamic enough to 
keep the momentum going. 
"I see it happen ing, because the programs will 
make learning so much fun that the children will 
be excited to stay after school. And then (the 
enthusiasm) will spill over into what [students and 
teachers] do in class," Klaus said. 
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Chris Coates 
News Editor 
Overlooking Grant Park from the 13th floor of the 600 S. 
Michigan Ave. building, it wasn' t hard to miss the parade of 
airplanes landing at Meigs Field. Zooming above Lake 
Michigan, over Navy Pier and onto the nearly 4,000-foot run-
way, most single-engine planes came within a mile of 
Columbia's campus. One wrong move and the rich doctor 
from Philadelphia's 3,600-pound Piper Saratoga is headed 
straight for your Culture, Race and the Media classroom. It 
was a bit unnerving. 
Mayor Daley clearly felt my fain. 
Daley, who lives a handful o blocks south of the lakefront 
airfield, ordered a team of bulldozers to demolish Meigs Field 
under the cover of darkness on March 30. With an elevated 
terror level, Daley said the move-which was without 
approval from either Springfield or City Hall-was an effort 
to improve the safety of Chicago's residents and visitors. I 
suppose the fifth floor has always been the most powerful. 
To wit: the closure is the culmination of nearly a century of 
hand-wringing and hackroom deals.•The airfield, after a ll, is 
named after a would be-lobbyist-Merrill C. Meigs. 
Meigs, the publisher of the now-defunct Chicago Herald and 
Examiner and an aviation enthusiast, pushed for a small air-
port on the peninsula of land known as Northerly Island. 
Envisioned as a lakefront park in Burnham and Bennett's 
landmark Plan of Chicago in 1909, Northerly Island was built 
in 1922 after city voters approved a plan to construct what is 
now Chicago's signature lakefront. Ironically, the plan also 
included another divisive Daley pet project: Soldier Field. 
Just across the lagoon, Northerly Island was used in 
Chicago's 1933 World's Fair, where the aviation theme served 
as an omen for the site's future use. 
By 1935, however, the land was abandoned before Meigs 
began lobbying for the construction of an airport alongside 
Lake Michigan. 
Leased by the Chicago Park District, Meigs opened in 
1948---<:ompleting over a century of air travel along Chicago's 
lakefront. (In 1910, Walter Brookins, a student of Orville 
Wright, took off from Grant Park-marking the first such air 
flight in Chicago.) 
Although a link to aviation history, Daley never liked the 
airport. Not only was it a separation point in an otherwise 
seamless lakefront, but Meigs Field meant that planes, howev-
er small they may be, would head to Meigs versus Midway or, 
more importantly, O'Hare. It's not a coincidence that Daley 
has been strong ly lobbying for the addition of six runways at 
O'Hare, some of which would extend into neighboring sub-
urbs . 
More importantly than the Meigs closure, if Mayor Daley 
gets h_is _way and O'Hare is expanded, some of the flights will 
be arrovong from the east and south. Worse than a putting a 
few dozen prop jets over downtown, the expansion of O'Hare 
puts the flight paths of hundreds of large planes directly above 
the streets of the Loop. 
Under Daley's plan, 757s - the same types that slammed 
into the World Trade Center- will be within eyeshot of the 
nation's tallest building, the Sears Tower. 
And while the demolition of Meigs fits into the blueprints 
for a park-friendly Chicago, it is overwhelming clear that 
Daley's excuse for the airfield's deconstruction is inflated. 
Just as President Bush used the terror attacks of 9/11 as an 
excuse to attack. Iraq, Mayor Daley has used the attack on Iraq 
to close Meigs. Both men used the deaths of some 3,000 
Americans on 9/11 and an unforeseen number of deaths in 
Iraq as political fodder. A higher terror threat is a great 
excuse for a park ... and an even better roadblock for an airport 
in Peotone. 
While airplanes flying too close to downtown are scary, a 
pack of bulldozers bent on destroying city property is no bet-
ter. Especially when they're sent by City Hall. 
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Board builds Near 
South neighborho~d, 
one tree at a time 
0 Local business owners, 
residents, dedicate themselves to 
area improvement 
By Michael Comstock 
Staff Writer 
Ever wonder whose idea it is to add trees to a side-
walk or to promote events that benefit the ~eighbo~­
hood? In the Near South neighborhood of Chicago, 11 s 
the Near South Planning Board. 
The organization was started in I 946 as th.e South 
Side Planning Board by the llhnms Instllute of 
Technology Michael Reese Hospllal and Mercy 
Hospital. rn' 1993, the organization merged with. the 
Burnham Park Planning Board to become what 11 IS 
today. . 
"Our mission is to plan, gUide and support programs 
of development for the Near South area," said Bonnie 
Sanchez-Carlson, executive director of the nonprofit 
Near South Planning Board since October 2002. The 
area represented is from Jackson Boulevard at the north 
to 35th Street south, the south branch of the Chicago 
River to the west and Lake Michigan at the east. 
Projects promoted by the Near South Planning Board 
include the Printers' Row Book Farr, Burnham Park 5K 
Renaissance Run and Walk, the Annual Near South 
Business Directory and the Harold Washington 
Literary Award. 
"Each year we pick a new recipient [of the Harold 
Washington Literary Award] based on their u~e of ~e 
written word," Sanchez-Carlson srud. This year s 
award winner will be Margaret Atwood, who Will 
appear at the Conrad Hilton Hotel on June 8 at 6 p.m. 
to receive her honor. 
The Near South Planning Board also reviews resi-
dential proposals, testifies in zoning cases, is working 
on what to do about the lack of parking space and pro-
motes area businesses. 
'The Near South Planning Board does a lot of thin~s 
to make the neighborhood a better place, and I think 11 
benefits us all to be part of a group that tries to improve 
upon the neighborhood," said Brad Jonas, owner of 
Powell' s Books. The Powell's Books chain has been a 
member since the beginning of the Burnham Park 
Planning Board in 1980. . . 
Membership in the Near South Planrung Board IS 
open to property owners, office .and. retail te!lants, 
condo associations and other orgaruzauonsiindlVlduals 
with a vested interest in the Near South area. 
Other than Powell 's Books, liT, Michael Reese and 
Mercy Hospitals, other members include the Chicago 
Community Banks, Blackie's and the Museum 
Campus. 
"Primarily, the neighborhood benefits. When the 
neighborhood benefits, we all benefit," said Jeffrey 
Thomas, o wner of Blackie's, which has been a member 
for 20 years. 'They have beautified the neighborhood 
by adding trees. they helped lower cnme rates, they 
have done a zillion wonderful things. They're a great 
organization." . . 
To join the Near South Planmng Board, the mterest-
ed party should call their office at (3 12) 987-1980 to 
request an application. There is a .membership fee that 
~tarts at $200 and goe~ up dcpendmg on the s1ze of the 
organization. 
Allgtlll CAputo/Chronicle 
Two ltudtntt from Albert R. Sabin Magnet School hold 
violin priCtlee during an afttr-tehool arte program. 
Columbia gets into after-school act 
0 Community Arts Partnerships, 
Bank One give to area arts programs 
hurt by budget cuts 
By Angela Caputo 
Contributing Editor 
In an outdated classroom with mustard~olored floor 
tiles and cracked plaster walls, Lori Zami, 25, who was 
educated in the Chicago Public Schools system. now Sits 
at the head of the class. The sixth grade math teacher at 
Albert R. Sabin Magnet School in Wicker Park is deter-
mined to strengthen after-school activities through her 
chess club. despite limited resources. . . 
In an effort to make something out of nothing, Zami 
heads up a club for about a dozen youth, "to keep students 
out of trouble." With a couple of chess boards, some 
Okey-Dokey popcorn and a backup video that stands 
ready to play on a 1980s wood-~eled t.e~evisio!l, she 
keeps the kids excited about spendmg addiuonal ume at 
school. , 
"There needs to be more opportunities for students, 
Zami said. "Most parents work, so a lot of kids go home 
and do nothing." . 
Co lumbia's Office of Community Arts Partnerships has 
launched a c itywide after-school project with Bank One 
to bridge the gap of after-school programs that are <irymg 
up with budget cuts. The emphasis of the program IS on 
arts-based learning. 
'The budgets for arts in schools have been slashed dra-
matically," said Vice President and Manager of 
Educational Progmms for Bank One Joan Klaus. "[The 
Community Schools Initiative] is perfect for schools who 
arc arts deprived." . . . 
Four schools arc on board with the proJect that IS csu-
mated to serve hundreds of students with progmrns that 
include painting. drawing and writing projects. Sa~in. 
Crown Community Academy Fine Arts Center, Wilham 
J. and Charles H. Mayo and Hcrll Elementary Schools are 
teaming up to get half of their students to participa te by 
the end of April. 
Julian S .. 12, a sixth-grudcr at Sabin, dreams of becom-
ing m1 architect. He suid he is excited to join the pmgrum 
und looks forward to creating more grulliti art, "but only 
on paper," he added. " I would even give up busketbnll for 
art ," he suit!. 
Classmate lllondia P., II , said she is nlso excited to par-
ticipate. The University Village resident who gets bused 
over to Sahin. suld she wants to grow up to be the next 
Lconnrdo Dn VInci, and the new progrum will help her to 
rcnch her ~uul. If her career us 1111 artist doesn' t pnn out . 
l.llond la sutd she might "he u beautician like my mum." 
Stmggling to hiJOst school pcrfornumcc in core nca-
demic SllhjcCt ~ While nnding the tJllltl al!ll funding tO 
ruaintaltr arts prugrnms Is constantly 11 challenge tn school 
lemlers. 
"Whut we arc seeing In [puhhcl scluMrls is thlll thoy 
11ccd creative w11ys to engage students Ill hcconlll hc ttcr 
readers and better writers," said Joanne Vena, director of 
school partnerships in OCAP. lncorpo~ting. arts opens 
students up to learning more than a skill-and-drill 
approach" Like flashcards, she said. 
Zami agrees that arts-based learning is ~ssen.tial to sup-
porting the other initiatives the school pnmarily focuses 
on Like math, science and reading. 
"It helps kids to Jearn when they see adults doing. thinks 
they are interested in," Zami 5<lid. "And some ki'!s are 
most interested in art." She attnbutes her own chmce of 
teaching to positive teachers during her ~e as a pupil . . 
Former Columbia student, Cathy Sonch, 34, who IS 
coordinating the program at Sabin, has been heading up 
youth progmrns for four years .~ the 0'l~go area. She 
said the Community Schools lnibabve IS uruque, becau~. 
"unlike other progmrns that have an arts component, this 
program reaiJy brings art out into the front." . 
AdditionaiJy, Sorich said the capacity of Columbta ~o 
bring professional artists on board m the program IS 
tremendous. "[And] OCAP is developing a means for 
artists to be able to work," a combination she S3ld she 
doesn' t see enough of. 
Embedded in the school, Sorich said she is able to 
assess which projects are most practical to plug into the 
school's current infrastructure. Creating chess tables and 
murals in the schoolyard are among the projects she has 
in the works. 
The college's community partnerships ann has teamed 
up with the Bank One Foundation, which contributed 
$200,000 this year, to make the progmrns a reality across 
the city. 
OCAP initially approached Bank One ~ast summer !l"d 
in less than a year the progmrn has begun tmplementabon. 
See Mill. 
C1thy Sorlch, coordlnttor of tht S.bln 
h11 bttn working whh youth PfOill'lml !Of lour 
